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TIIEKMODYNAMIC AND KINETIC STUDIES (IF 
SOME GROUP III ADD CROW V ELEMKHTS 

AND ALLOYS BY SOLID STATE ELECTROCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES 

Timothy J. Anderson 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Laurence Berkeley Laboratory and 
Department of Chemical Engineering; University of California 

Berke'ey, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

Solid state electrochcnical methods are studied for measuring some 

themodynamic and kinetic properties of Croup 111 and V semiconducting 

aaterials. The Cibbs free energy of forming gallium sesquioxide and 

indium sesquioxidc arc measured using a C0.-C0-0- gas reference 

electrode and calcia stabilized zirconla as the solid electrolyte. 

The free energies are given by 

Q C J ( B - C O 2 0 J ( C ) ) - -(26S.309il52) + (82.47iQ.16)(T/K) cal m o l - 1 (1) 

and 

AC°(ln20j(c)) - -(223,160*137) •»• (79.4710.12)(T/K) cal^mol" 1 . (2) 

The measured absolute free energies of formation of In-0- and (i-Ca.O.. 

are in excellent agreement with pruvious studies though discrepant-ics 

are found in the standard entropy and enthalpy changes. Comparison is 

made to available calorlnetric results by a third l.iw calculation with 

the data of this Investigation proving to be the most consistent. 

A solid state galvanic cell is employed to measure gallium ac

tivities in Ga-Sb liquid alloys. A survey of the available liLeraturc 

indicates gallium activities ranging from moderate positive to strong 
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negative deviations from Raoult'sluw. The results of this investigation 

show moderate negative deviations from ideality in the composition 

range 0,039 < x < 0.633. From the temperature dependence of the 

measured activities, partial molar enthalpies and entropies arc calcu

lated; these are, within experimental error* in agreement with calori-

metric data. The results of this work are combined with calorimetric 

data to calculate the liquidus temperatures of the Ga-5b system; tliu 

results are found to be in excellent agreement with measured liquidus 

temperatures. The effect of shun-range ordering is also investigated. 

Coulometric titration techniques are used to investigate the 

solubility and diffusivity of oxygen in liquid indium. Dissolved 

atomic oxygen is found to follow Henry's law and a saturation solubility 

of x" • 3.3*10 is determined at 90ti°K. From a galvanosiatic response 
-6 '' -1 

of an indium electrode an oxygen diffusivity of 2.2*10 cm" sec 

is found and is in good agreement with other available data. 

The application of CaF, as a solid electrolyte for solid matu 

electrochemical studies is investigated. A theoretical basis is given 

for the use of fluorine conducting CaF with respect to Croup 111-v 

alloys. Experimental techniques are explored for the use of Cal-' 

in an open cell arrangement. Experimental difficulties are found with 

several cell configurations though the etnf response is iu the correct 

direction and has the right ord>r of magnitude. 



I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Compounds and solid solutions formed from the Group II1A elements 

gallium, indium and aluminum and the Croup VA elements phosphorous, 

arsenic and antimony can be termed second generation semiromiiu-Lor 

materials where the first generation materials were silicon and gcrnanium. 

Today the binary Croup Z1IA-VA compounds are found in many solid state 

device applications. GaAs is useo as .1 red light emitting diuuc 
while GaP has received major interest in its use for red and ureon iig'u 

2, 3 emitting electroluminescent diodes. The luminescent properties 

of GaSb p-n junctions in the infrared region Has been investigated***' 
and InAs liquid phase epitaxial layers have bei-n studied for tin.' 

fabrication of laser diodes. InP, AlAs, A1P and AlSb have also been 

investigated for their luminescent properties. Solid solutions 

of the psi'cdobtnnry compound (AlGa)As have shown interesting possibilities 

for CaAs-base bipolar transitors and high-voltage, high-temperature 

rectifiers. * The ternaries ln(AsP), (tnCa)As, and Ga(AsSb) 

have received attention for fabrication of negative electron affinity 

devices, while In(AsSb) is suitable for infrared emitting 

diodes and deu-ctors. The system Ga In. Sb has shown Lho Unm 

effect for the composition range 0.3 <x< 0.54. 

Effective design of Group IIIA and VA materials processing 

equipment would he greatly aided by an accurate description of their 

thermodynamic properties. Though these semiconductor miter L.ils 

are of current practical interest, direct determinations of their 



thermodynamic properties is lacking, tlucli of the available ini nrm.it ion is 

inferred from simple models usinr. liquidus data. In this smdy, 

electrochemical techniques are investigated for determining sui;u; 

thermodynamic and kinetic properties. Specifically, solid stale 

galvanic cells that employ solid electrolytes conductive tu oxygen 

or fluorine ions are investigated with respect to their .ipplir.iL inns 

to Group III-V compounds. 

It is well known th.it high temperature galvanic cells witli solid 

electrolytes allow direct study of reaction free enerj'U'R with 

high accuracy. The majority of electrochemical studies with solid 

electrolytes have utilized an oxygen conducting solid elecyrolyto 

(either calcia stabilized air con:, a on yittria doped Uiori.i). 

A fluorine conducting electrolyte, CaF , has received very little 

attention with respect to II l-V semiconductor compounds, .iU!imi;;h 

potentially it has a larger range of appl ic.ibil U v due to tin.- in- li:.-.iun 

of Al and also a lower working temperature. In this study both Un

common oxide electrolyte and the less investigated CaF., arc* u.soii. 

Particular experimental and theoretical attention is given to 

CaF- in conjunction with Group 111—V compounds, as the 1 iu-r.iiure 

is somewhat limited. 

In electrochemical cells involving coexistence electrodes sm-li 

as Ga(fc) + G.i„0 (c), ln(H)+ln-0 <c) or mc-tal-iin-Lal fluoride. 

accurate free energies of formation of the oxides or f Juuri'lcs .uv 

required. Thus accurate Cibbs free energy of formation for 

gallium and indium scsquioxides are needed. These compounds arc 

also of interest for thick film resistor applications and can he 

http://th.it
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important in the processing of tho elements. Calvanic cells measuring 

Che formation free energy of the Group III net JI fluorides .ire also 

reported. 

Many solid compound semiconductors can be prepared by U^uia 

phase epitaxy. CrysLal growth of these compounds is facilitated by 

a knowledge of the liquid solution thermodyramics. In this study 

a detailed examination of the liauid (Ja-Sb system is given with 

component activities directly measured. Also, a discussion ut 

the applications of CaK_ to study both the liquid and ^Wid 

solution thermodynamics is presented. 

Oxygen is important as an electrically active imnurity in 

compound semiconductors. Consequently, oiu* objective of this 

study is to develop methods to measure oxygen solubilities and 

diftusivities for oxygen in semiconductor materials. 
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11. THEORY 

A. Introduction 

Thermodynamic equilibria and kinetic electrochemical studies can be 

carried out with Croup III an<i V elements and compounds with the use of 

solid electrolytes. Two electrolytes are useful: fluorine conducting 

CaF., and oxygen conducting calcia stabilized zirconia (CS£). 

Solid oxide electrolytes have received much attention in the 
1-9 measurement of free energies of formation and of component 

activities in alloys. * * Much loss work has !.- en dune with 
*6-24 CaF„ which potentially exhibits a greater range of applicability 

to Croup J n-V compounds. 

B• Thermocheinical Measurements With Solid State Galvanic Oil 

When the electrolyte conduction is exclusively ionicv a simple 

relation exists between the measured cell potential and cuer.U-.i 1 
energy change. 

AG * -nFE (I) 

where AG is the Gibbs free energy change for the overall celi 

reaction, n is the equivalents of charged passed, F is Faraday's 

constant and £ is the reversible cell potential. Furthermore* by 

applying the Gibbs-Helmholtz relationships to the temperature 

dependence of the cell potential, AH and AS information can be 

extracted hy 
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_nF § - -AS - =^f^ (2) 

If accurate E vs. temperature data ace available, the constant pressure 

heat capacity change of the overall reaction can be determined from 

& . 
AC^ = nFT [̂ -|j . (3) 

Finally, the chemical potential of the reaction constituents can be 

measured. The theoretical analysis was carried out by Wagner for 

conduction in a crystalline binary compound >L X and the 
Jx m 

following relationship was derived 

y' vi" 
x , m . 

M" Ml 

where t. is the ionic transference number, u and u are the ion x m 
chemical potentials of the nonmetal and metal, respectively, Z and 

Z are the cation and anion valences, and the superscripts differen-m 

tiate the chemical potential at either reversible electrode. In this 

equation the functional dependence of t. on the chemical potential 

must be known. This is easiest if t. is independent of the chemical 

potential rnd equal to unity. In kinetic studies, a nonreversible 

electi-ode is intentionally polarized in a controlled manner so chat 

the cell voltage and current used to polarize can be related to 

reactions or transport phenomenon in or at the electrode. 



Equation 4 i s usually coupled with Faraday's Law 

j . - I/Z.F (5) 

where j , is the rate (moles/sec) at which ionic species, i, is 

transported through the electrolyte to the external circuit. The 

practical use of equations (1 - 5) requires that the galvanic cell 

be operated in a region where the transference number of the reacting ion 
in unity. 

C. Solid Electrolytes 

1. CaF 2 

Solid compounds exhibiting exclusive ionic conduction are at 

present few. Past Investigations have shown anionic conduction in 

halides and oxides and cationic conduction in various compounds of Ag , 

Cu , Mg , Al and Na . Solid CaF. has been explored in this 

study as the electrolyte to be used in the study of III-V compound 
25 semiconductors. In 1957, Ure showed that the predominant defect 

in CaF« crystals were of the anti-Frenkel t>;>e (equal concentrations 

of anion vacancies and anion interstitials). He found the mobility 

of F™ in the -ange of 690 to 920°C to be given by. 

y = (1.34 X l o 7 ) T _ 1 exp [(-(19 i 4)X10 3/Tj cm 2sec" 1
v olt" 1 . (6) 

Also the defect density, n , was determined as a function of 

temperature in the same range: 



2.96X10 2 5 exp (-(16. 3> ' ->3>/T |cnf3. (7) 

Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the cation contribution to the 
-8 (21 total ionic conduction is negligble (t . = $<10 at 850°C , cation 

8X10~ at 1000°C and 1X10 at 11()Q0G"°). As a result, C;\l* ionic 

conduction can be considered to be entirely due to F transport. 

As pointed out earlier, any feasible use of CaF as a solid electrolyte 

requires operation in a region where t - > -99. For anti-Frenkel 

defects, the following equilibrium equation can be written: 

°"VV V [v]lFi (S) 

where 0 represents the perfect lattice, F. is an interstitial 

fluorine anion, and V - is a fluorine anion vacancy. When CaFa 

solid is brought into equilibrium with its surroundings ionic defects 

and compensating electronic defects are introduced- If the 

surroundings are at high (relative to the stoichioinetry of CaF„) 

activities the equilibrium equation is given by 

) V v ) * F - + h + K l l I G„= |FJP/I^ 2 (9) 

where p is the hole concentration and P is the fluorine partial 
F 2 

pressure. Similarly, if the atmosphere is of low fluorine activity. 
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where n is the free electron concentration. To maintain electrical 

neutrality Che following equation must be observed, 

P + [Vp-1 - n + [F~] . (11) 

For significant ionic transference this equation must reduce to 

[V_-] - [F. ] in a P_ range which includes the composition of exact F i F 2 

stoichiometry. In the ionic conductivity range it can be shown 
-1/2 1/2 that noP_ and p a P ' , and the ionic defect concentrations are F 2 F 

independent of P_ under the above conditions. Since conductivity is 

directly porportional to the V - concentration this leads to the useful 

conclusion that O (ionic conductivity) is P_ independent, and 0. Ion r U 
-1/2 (excess electron conductivity) is proportional to P , and o. (hole 
in v 

1/2 conductivity) is proportional to P_ ( all at constant temperature. 
F 2 

On the other hand, at constant P , all conductivities exhibit an 
t2 27 Arrhenius-type temperature dependence. Following Patterson, we can write 

Arrhenius-type equations describing each mode of conductivity, 

m 
o r ^ l 
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( l a ) 

where a 's are proportionality constants and Q's are activation energies 
all of which are independent of temperature and P n . To arrive 

P2 
at the condition of u. >.99 we equate 0. to lOOov and LOO- . ion ^ ion (P <=> 
Upon doing so the following equations now define the ionic conduction 

domain limits 

. D _ i m n & 1 , „ _ ion lo S P = -2 — - j — ? + 2 log — - ( > 

. n .-, ion © 1 n . ion /,i\ 
^ P P 2 = + 2 - 2 T 3 i - T - 2 ^ — o -

It is now apparent that a plot of log P„ vs. 1/T should provide linear 

ionic conduction domain boundaries. Recent studies by Egan have shown 

that t. = 0.991 at 1000°C. A thermodynamic treatment due to Wagner 
has established a portion of the lower P_ boundary line. An excess 

F 2 
of Ca is dissolved in CaF„ due to the following mechanism. 

Ca<v> + 2F*~CaF + 2e£ (U) 

electron substituted for a fluoride ion. By applying the Law of mass 

action, the number of e is proportional to the square root of the 

activity of Ca. In addition, excess electrons can be formed by the 

following reaction, 
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e^ * VpT- + e . (13) 

The mobility of e„ is related to the mobility of the excess electrons r 
by, 

(V)("e„) - nu . (16) 
r r n 

Using the definicion of conductivity and equation (14) to (lb) otiu can 

calculate the transference number of electrons, t , from 

( o )( e ) .,, 
U - °„/(o. + a.N + oJ - o„/o. i • »l (17) © €> ion e ® © ion 0. Ca ion 

if 0 + 0„ « ii. . Utilizing equation (17) with concentration and e •*- ion " ^ 
25 mobility data ot Ure , Wagner determined that t f t < 0.01 when the 

activity of Ca < 1*10~5 at 600°C and a_ < 6«10 - 6 at 840°C. Using 
Ca 

AG- data for CaF? it can be shown the lover ionic conduction domain 
boundary corresponds to 1" » 10 atm at 600°C and P » 10 

2 2 
atm at 840°C. Shown in Fig. 1 are estimates of the Gibbs free 

energies of forming the various fluorides of interest to this 
29-31 study. The lower boundary conservatively ustimated by Warner 

would be near th? Hf.K_ trajectory. But recent studies by Patterson 
24 and Skelton have produced stable and accurate (as compared to 

calorircetric data) emf's for the Ca-CaF_ electrode which indicates tli.it 

the lower domain boundary lies below this line. Patterson 

postulates that the upper boundary can be located far above 1 atm 

fluorine pressure as a result of the electronegativity difference 

http://tli.it
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2+ between Ca and F ions and also the extreme forbidden gap for CaF. . 

Xn view of the above discussion it is evident that CaK provides 

a larger ionic conduction domain than the other common solid 

electrolytes. The major drawback of using CaF appears to be its 
25 reactivity. Ure showed CaF, conductivity changed when annealed 

in a oxygen atmosphere. Also, several investigators reported 

electrolyte-electrode reactions. 

2. .CSZ 

Calcia stabilized zirconia is of the defect fluorite structure 

and conducts doubly charged oxygen Ions via a vacancy mechanism. This 

oxygen vacancy defect density occuring in zironia has bt*en found to 

increase greatly if divalent Ca is added in solid solution with 

tetravalent zirconia, yp to a dopant level of 15 moleZ Ca. As 

a result of this defect predominance the ionic conductivity and 

working P-, range (t. > 0.99) is enhanced. In-depth 0., ion ' 
presentations of the theory of conduction of sotid oxide electrolytes 

can be found in the literature. 

Shown in Fig. 2 are conservative and liberal lower oxygen 

partial pressure limits to the ionic conduction domain of CSZ as 
37 38 39 

derived from the data of Schraalzreid and Patterson * and 

Tretyakov. The conservative limit places the Ga.0--(!a-0. 

equilibrium outside the electrolytic domain. The more recent, and 

liberal limit " places the most stable equilibrium of interest 

well within the limits of operation. The fact that the CSZ is 

a workable electrolyte with Ca + Ga.O- electrodes can be 

verified by a determination of the Gibbs free energy of forming 
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Ga_0_ and a comparison of the results with data obtained using yittria 

doped thoria (having a lower electrolytic domain boundary). The use 

of CSZ over YDT was prescribed by ease of use (thermal stressing, 

radioactivity, etc.). 

Also plotted in Fig. 2 are the Gibbs free energies of forming 
2,3,3 the various oxides of the materials investigated in these studies. 

It can be concluded by inspection of Fig. 2 that Ga„0 is the most 

stable oxide in the temperature range studied. Therefore, coexistence 

electrodes must contain Ga_0_ and a metal alloy if gallium is a 

component of the alloy. 
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L1ST OF FIGURES 

Fig. 1. Gibbs free energies of forming the netal fluorides of 

interest on a molar F„ basis are compared to the lower 

fluorine partial pressure limit for ionic conduction in CaF„. 

Fig. 2. Gibbs free energies for formation on a molar 07 basis are 

compared to the lower oxygen partial pressure limit for ionic 

conductivity of CSZ. 
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III. SOLID-STATE ELECTROCHEMICAL STUDY OF THE FREE ENERGY OF 
FORMATION OF B-GALLIUM SESQUIOXIDE USING A CALCIA-STABILIZED 
ZIRCONIA ELECTROLYTE 

A. Introduction 

Gallium has become important in the semiconductor microelectronics 

industries as a component of compounds for electroluminescent and 

microwave devices. Gallium is also an important solvent for Kcuid-

phase epitaxial crystal growth of compound semiconductors whei'e 

oxygen is an electrically active impurity. Gallium sesquioxide 

added to Ca-CaP solutions has been used to achieve high electro-
1-4 luminescence efficiency in Zn-doped GaP light-emitting diodes. 

Effective design of semiconductor device processes involving ^.allium 

should be aided by accurate thermodynamic data for gallium oxide. 

The Gibbs free energy of formation of B-Ga„0 by the reartion 

2Ga(JQ + | 0 2(g) = 6-Ga 20 3(c) (1) 

has * ->en estimated by Coughlin and measured using solid-state 

el .^ochemical methods by Klinedinst and Stevenson and Smith .<nd 

Chatterji. Pankratz and Kelley determined the high temperature 
Q 

heat content of 6-Ca_0^ by calorimetric methods. More recently 

Mills measured the enthalpy of formation of 3-Ga_0 by drop 

calorimetry. Unfortunately, the Gibbs free energies of formation 

as determined in the above studies show marked discrepancies, 

especially in the temperature dependence, i.e., the standard enLropy 

of Formation. In this study the Gibbs free energy of formation of 
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B-Ga 0_ was measured in a h igh- temperature , s o l i d - s t a t e i?Ic*ctrochemic;i 1 

c e l l under microcomputer c o n t r o l , 

B. Experimental 

1. The Experimental Cell 

The basic, solid-state galvanic cell design is depicted in 

Fig. 1. The cell consisted of a 2-inch diameter, closed-ond alumina 

tube 18 inch in length secured by a Viton O-ring to a water-cooled, 

brass cell-head. Three 1/8-inch Cajon through-bore fittings were 

located on the cell head symetrically around a 1/4-inch Cajon 

through-bore fitting. The 1/8-inch thermocouples and lead wires 

in ceramic sheaths were passed through the 1/8-inch fittings. The 

larger, centered fitting was used to seal to a 1/4-inch calcia-

stabilized zirconia (CSZ) electrolyte tube, closed at the bottom. 

Included in the brass head were bores for gas entrance and exit. 

The exit placement was such that the gas had flow downward to the 

experimental cell, then through an alumina pushrod. Three spring-

loaded tungsten wires provided support for a graphite chamber 

containing liquid gallium and B-Ga CL in contact with the CSZ tube. 

The electrode materials were contained in a 2-inch diameter 

closed graphite crucible fitted with a screw cap containing a 

closely fitting hole through which the CSZ tube was inserted into 

the gallium electrode. Powdered graphite was added to seal the CSV. 

Cube to the graphite lid. Details of electrode compartments are 

shown in Fig. 2. 

The cell was heated with, a Marshall resistance-heated furnace 

20 inch in length with a 2 1/2 inch bore. Excellent temperature 
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control was furnished by an integrating, temperature-regulated, 

power supply designed and built at the Lawrence BerkeLoy Laboratory. 

Temperature uniformity and stability was held to with +0.5°C in 

the vicinity of the electrodes. Stray cell voltages induced by the 

temperature regulation circuit were eliminated by a metal ground 

shield placed around the 2-inch alumina tube. Type-K thermocouples 

(0.020 inch Pt - Pt 10% Rh) were calibrated in the cell under 

vacuum against a thermocouple calibrated at the National Bureau 

of Standards. The calibration was performed with the standard 

thermocouple occupying the position normally that of the electrode, 

while the unknown thermocouple was placed in their normal operating 

positions. Thermocouple emfs were amplified using a xlOO 

thermocouple amplifier calibrated with a Leeds and Northrup Type 

K-3 potentiometer facility. 

Cell emf's were measured with a Keithley 640 electrometer. 

High-isolation triaxial cable used to connect the experimental i-ell 

to the input head of the electrometer. The inner conductor of the 

triaxial cable was connected to the positive lead wire of the cell. 

The outer conductor was driven by the unity-gain feedback from the 

electrometer, thus acting as a driven guard. Leakage sources 

at the input head were negligible since the cable was guarded up to 

the sapphire Insulated electrometer contact. 

2. Materials 

Gallium metal used in the study was semiconductor grade, 

99.9999% pure, obtained from Cominco American. Gallium oxide was 

obtained from Alfa Products, and had a purity of 99.997'. The oxide 
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was confirmed to be 8-Ga 0.. and to show no detectable second phases 

by X-ray diffraction analysis. 

The calcia-stabilized zirconia tubes containing 7.5 weight 

percent calcia were obtained from the Zirconia Corporation of 

America. The tubes were confirmed to be leak tight both before 

and after the experiments. Spectroscopic-grade graphite was employed 

in the electrode compartment containing the liquid metal and a 

small amount of the oxide. Platinum lead wires were at"ached to 

the graphite compartment and to a platinum electrode made from 

Englehard unfluxed platinum paste (No. 6926) inside the CSZ tube end. 

The C0-C0 2 reference electrode gas mixture was obtained from 

Matheson Gas Products. Chemical analysis showed the mixture to 

contain (25.29 ± 0.02) percent CO and (2.45 ±0.02) percent CO 

in high-purity argon. 

High-purity argon was prepared by passing it over Linde 4A 

molecular sieve at 195°K, then through a special, alumina-lined 

titanium sponge purifer heated to 800°C. This gas was used as an 

inert purge gas for the metal-oxide electrode compartment, with 
3 

the purge flow rate adjusted to 10 cm /min. 

Reagent dibutyl phthalate was used in gas exhaust traps to 

prevent back-diffusion of oxygen into the experimental cell. 

3. Microcomputer Control System 

Operation of the electrochemieaJ experiments and data 

acquisition were automated with a microcomputer system based on an 

Intel 8008 microprocessor. The facility is schematically shown in 

Fig. 3. The system had the capability of setting the cell operation 
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temperature and monitoring cell erafs and thermocouple outputs on 

a predetermined time base until equilibrium had been established, 

thus allowing continuous cell operation without operator assist.mr.'. 

A 4 1/2 digit panel meter alternately displayed the .ell vnlt:i>*,f 

and temperature, while a permanent record was obtained on a teletype. 

The microcomputer was constructed from compunents stocked at the 

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. 

t*. Procedure 

In each of several experiments the cell compartments were 

leak-checked using a high vacuum system, then purged with high 

purity argon. The cell temperature was programmed to rise at !0()°K/ 

hour to the lowest measurement temperature* after which the reference 

gas flow was initiated. The cell temperature was then sequenti.t 1Iv 

Incremented and decremented throughout the experimental range, with 

the cell voltage measured and periodically reo—Hed at e;u!i 

temperature until equilibrium was reached and confirmed. Reference 

gas and argon flow rates did not affect the cell voltage in the 

ranges selected. At the conclusion of each experiment the cell 

compartments were again checked for leaks and the metal electrode 

examined for evidence of oxidation. The electrode material was 

then analyzed by X-ray diffraction to confirm the absence of side-

reaction products. 
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C. Kesults 

The s o l i d - e l e c t r o l y t e galvanic c e l l employed In measuring tlu-

free energy of formation of E-Ca,0 tan bo represented s r l u - w i r . i l l v 

ns 

tt\c.\Ca(l), Ga,0-<c)i lesz! |C0, CO |Pt . (2) 

The equilibrium partial pressures of oxygen in the two electrodes 

are related to the ce'l potential, E. by the Nerost equation: 

E - (RT/iF) In (P(02,CO + C0,)/P({>2.Cs<e)+8-Ca,O3> '• (3) 

In this equation, P(0,. CO + CO.) Indicates the oxygen fugaclty 

of the CO + C 0 2 gas mixture, P(0,, GaC? * S- Ga2<> (c)) represents 

the Ca + Ca 0 mixture, R is the gas constant, T Is the thermodynamic 

temperature and F is the Faraday constant. 

The measured e l l emf differs from the equilibrium cell potential 

by che thermal emf generated by the Pt - C couple. This thermal 

emf was measured by Chatter)i and Smith and found to vary nearly 

linearly with temperature in the range investigated. The measured 

cell voltage E. . was corrected by the following equation for the 

equilibrium cell voltage. 

F. - (E /mV) - 3.7 + .007(T/K)mV. (M 
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The Gibbs free energy of formation of &-Ga„Q_ is related 

Co the oxygen partial pressure over the Ga + Can"-? m i x t u r e by the 

equilibrium constant for the formation reaction: 

K,-(3-Ca203> = a(B-Ca 20 3)/a(Ga) 2P(O 2, 6- Ga.,0., + Ga) 3 / 2 

K f( -Ga 20 3) - exp {-AG°(B-Ca,03)/RT (5) 

Equations 3 and 5 allow one to calculate AG (B-Ga_0 ) from the 

measured temperature and experimental ceJ.l voltage: 

AG^(B-Ca 20 3) - 1.5 RT l.l P(02,CI> + C0 2) - 6FE. (6) 

Here, unit activities for Ga(&) and 3-Ga_0 (c) in the mixture were 

assumed. 

The reference oxygen partial pressure was established by the 

equilibrium reaction, 

C 0 + 2 °2 " C°2 ( 7 ) 

an! Is related to the Gibbs free energy change for this reaction, 

A G ( 7 ) , by: 



/P(CO )\2 
P(02,CO + C02) = \-pJc5)') e X p t2AC" 7 )/RT) (8) 

where AG° * -68,270 - 0.18T Jin T - 0.34 1 0 _ 3 T 2 + 0.87 105/T + 

23.28T, cal . mol was taken from the equations Riven by Wicks and tn 
Block for the free energies of formation of CO and. CO.. The 

ratio of the partial pressure of C0_ to the partial pressure of CO 

in the primary standard gas was 10.322t .092. 

Table 1 shows the measured open-cell potentials, partial 

pressures of oxygen in the reference gas mixture, the calculated 

equilibrium partial pressures of oxygen in the Gn, P-C.î 0. mixmiv, 

and the calculated values of the Gibbs free energy of formation of 

S-Ga-O (c) over the experimental temperature. 

D. Discussion 

The data obtained in this study were compared to the data reported 

from previous studies as shown in Fig. A. This figure shows the 

experimental values of AC,(3-Ga20 ) plotted against temperature, 

with the least-squares straight line drawn through the data points 

for each study. Also shown is the estimated Gibbs free energy of 

formation of Coughlin, the calorimecric results of Pankratz and 
8 7 

Kelley and the umf measurements of Smith and CfuiUi-rji, .nul of 

A linear least-squares analysis of our data obtained in the 

present study resulted in the following expression for AG,(fl-Ga 0.J t 

file:///-pJc5)'
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&G° (8-Ga 20 3(c)) - (-265.309±152) + (82.47±0.16)(T/K)cal t hmor 1. (9) 

The uncertainties given in this expression are those computed from 

the standard deviations. The constant term appearing in Eq. (9) 

corresponds to the standard enthalpy change while the temperature 

coefficient represents the standard entropy change. Table 2 

summarizes these values found In this study with comparisons to 

values obtained from previous studies. 

The AG°(f5-Ga„0,) values calculated in the present study from 

the experimental data showed excellent internal consistency with 

a standard error at lOOO'K of only ± .312 keal/molc. On comparing 

the results with those obtained from other emf measurements, however, 

one finds an apparent discrepancy in both the standard enthalpy and 

entropy. In particular, the standard entropy found in this work 

was 17.SZ above that of Kllnedlnst and Stevenson's result (see 

Table 2). One the other hand, the absolute values of AG f(B-Ga 0 ) 

show relatively good agreement but differ markedly In the temperature 

dependence as shown in Fig. 4. 

Because of differences in the results of this study as compared 

to results of previous emf studies and also of the availability of 

good calorimetric data, a "third law" calculation was carried out. 

The results of this calculation are shown in Fig. 5. The values 

of AH, -a* ,- for the 6-Ga_0 formation reaction was ca'culated 

from the following equation: 
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Table 2. Coaparison of Reported Standard Enthalpy and Entropy of 
Formation of 6-Ca-O, 

k M l t h A O O k c a l t h 
BOl" BOl TC i 

-252.4 .0702a 

-252.5 .0711b 

-259.34 .07811c 

-265.31 .08247d 

a. From Ref. 6, obtained by titration. 

b. Froa Ref. 6, phaae equilibrium. 

c. From Ref. 7. 

d. From this worV. 
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A Hf.298.15" A Gf,T-K- H298.15> 

where AC. is the experimental value of the Gibbs free energv of 

00) 

= 2 ^ 3 . ..... »„->_ w* Hj "298. 1 5 formation of f!-Ca,0,. The values of L - ll„„ , C and 

S_ - Sjgo 15 f o r 0 2 ^ 8 ' wore taken from Wicks and Block, that 
12 9 

for Ga(&) from Hultgreii, and that for S-Ga./.l (c) from Hills. 

A value for AS, ,„. ,. of -72.87 cal/mole°K was determined from tho 

data on Sons ie f° r 0? taken from Kelley and on Ga and B-Ca^0. 
14 from Adams, Johnston and Kerr. The calculated results for 

AHj„ g .. are compared to the data of Hah, determined by direct 

combustion calorinetry, and to the value of Shchukarev, Semenov 

and Rat'kovskll obtained by Isothermal evaporation studies. The 

close agreement between the data derived from this study and the 

findings of Che latter two different methods tend to support the 

experimental value for AH„„ ,. of -261.9 kcal . inol 

Assuming all calorlmetrlc data to be correct, the emf results 

would be expected to give calculated A H „ „ values which fall 

on a horizontal line in Fig. 5 at the value of the calortmetrlcaJ!y 

determined result. As seen in Fig. 4, the results of Klinedinst 

and Stevenson exhibit a large temperature dependence, with the 

average lying somewhat above the calorimetrically determined value. 

In their reported results, no mention was made of correcting 

for the thermal emf developed by the W - Pt junction on the metal-metal 
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oxlde electrode. Chatter]! and Smith oeamred this potential 

and found it sizeable (I.e., IS.6 mV at 1000*K). Adding these 

corrections to the data of Klinedinst and Stevenson would have 

the effect of flattening the calculated AH_„ g .. values but Mould 

also raise them (i.e., 1.515 fecal/mole at 873°K and 3.541 kcal/mole 

at 1273*K for the two-phase mixture). 

Also shown In Fig. 4 are the emf results of Smith and Chatt.-rjl. 

The actual data were not available for this calculation. Instead, 

the fitted linear equation was used. The use of this equation gave 

nearly temperature-independent results, but shifted to approximately 

1.75 kcal above the experimental value. Smith and Chatterji 

reported an error range of 0.8 kcal/mole with no apparent temperature 

dependence from a similar third-law calculation on their data. 

The calculated results of this Investigation gave the value 

of AH°„g ,, reported to within the experimental error for all data 

points, but produced a small temperature dependence. This could be 

accounted for by a systematic error in our experimental data or 

by inaccurate specific heat data. The specific heat data for 0. 

should be very accurate and the more recent calorimetric data of 
Q Q 

Mills agreed to within 1% of that of Pankratz and Kelley. The 

most likely source of error is in the specific heat of gallium, 

for which a constant heat capacity was assumed above 700°K. 

A potential source of error in the present study was electronic 

conduction in the CSZ electrolyte. Shown in Fig. 2 are the 

conservative and liberal lower oxygen partial pressure limits to 

the electrolytic domain of CSZ as derived from the data of 
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17 18 
Schmalzreid and Patterson, Bogden and Rapp, along with the free 

19 energies of formation of Ga_0„ and other oxides. The conservative 

limit places the Ga-0- - Ga - 0„ equilibrium outside the electrolytic 

domain. The more recent and liberal limit places the roost stable 

equilibrium of interest well within the limits of operation, in 

this study the working temperature was maintained below 1100°K 

in order to prevent conditions allowing electronic conduction in 

the solid electrolyte. The fact that the emf data did not show 

a change in the temperature dependence at high temperatures is 

evidence that the electrolyte was maintained in the ionic conduction 

domain. The high ionic conductivity of CS2 as the solid electrolyte 

aids in preventing electrode-polarization errors which could more 

easily occur with YDT, used in the study by Klinedinst and 

Stevenson. 

Regardless of the error source, the direct measurement of 

AG f(£-Ga 90_) performed in this study showed much better consistency 

with the calor line trie data than did the data from earlier emf studies, 

when compared with "third law" calculations. 
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IV. SOUIJ-STATR ELECTROCHEMICAL, STUDY (>]•' till: IXY.V. 
ENERCY OF FORMATION OF INDIUM SES0.U1OXIUE 

A. lnt roiluct ion 

Indium sesquioxide is .in n-type semiconductor which !i.m been 

used as a thick film resistor. A review of its properties !I.IS been 

given by de Wit. For the processing of ln_0 by chemical reactions 

involving oxidation, accurate information on the thermodynamic 

properties of ln-0- is important. 

The standard IHhbs free energy of forming 'n.,0, by the reaction 

2In(lt) + ± 0 2(v) • In 20 3(c) (1) 

has been measured using electrochemical methods by a number of 
2-5 authors. The Glbbs free energy of formation has also been 

calculated from the equilibrium partial pressures of vatcr and 

hydrogen over a mixture of In and In.O,. ' Other studies on 

ln.,0. from which thermodynamic data can be derived Include 
8 9 10 

vaporization studies, a thcrmogravimetric analysis and rolorimetric 
11-12 combustion experiments. 

In this paper, solid-state electrochemical measurements of the 

Cibbi free energy of the reaction given In equation (1) are reported for 

the temperature range from 950 to 1128K. A solid-state galvanic 

cell technique is employed, utilizing calcla-stabilized zirconia as 

the solid electrolyte. The results of these experiments arc compared 

with other available data from the literature by means of a third 

law calculation of the standard enthalpy of formation of In*"'*,-

Also presented is an analysis of the equilibrium partial pressures 
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over a mixture of In(H) + In.O (c), based on the results of this 

study and on other available data. Also baaed on results of this 

study, an alternative explanation of the recent thernogravioetrlc 

data of de Hit is presented. 

B. Experimental 

An In+In-0 coexistence electrode and a CO+CO, gas electrode 

were used in the experimental cell. The coexistence electrode was 

prepared froa 99.999Z pure lndiun powder (Orion Chemical Co.) and 

99.9992 pure indium sesquioxlde powder (Alfa Products). 

X-ray diffraction analysis showed the oxide powder to be pure In.O,. 

Measured amounts of metal and oxide powders in the weight ratio of 

10:1 were thoroughly mixed and placed in a 1 in O.D. tube of graphite 

(spectrographs grade) closed at one end. The graphite tube was 

fitted with a screw cap with a central hole through which a 0.250 

in O.D., closed-end calcia-stabilixed zlrconla (CSZ) tube containing 

the gas reference electrode and a platinum lead wire were inserted 

into the coexistence electrode. The CSZ tube (Zirconia Corporation 

of Aaerlca) had a nominal copositlon of Ca. 1 5Zr- ..0, --. 

The clcsed end of the tube was coated inside with unfluxed platinum 

paste (Englehard Ho. 6926) to which a spiral platinum lead wire 

was attached. The CO+CO- reference gas mixture (Hatheson Gas Products) 

was prepared from high purity argon. Chemical analysis showed the 

gas mixture to contain (25.29 ± 0.02) percent CO. and (2.45 ± 0.02) 

percent CO. The assembled electrochemical cell showing the electrodes 

is shown In Fig. 1. 
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The electrode assembly was contained within a 2 in O.D. closed-

end aluaina tube sealed with a viton 0-ring to a water-cooled brass 

cell head containing Cajon seals to alumina tubes supporting electrode 

leads and Pt -Pt+10» Rh thermocouples calibrated to an NBS-reference 

thcraocouple. The coexlatence electrode compartment was purged uith 

argon purified by passing it over titanium sponge heated to 

8S0*C. The experimental cell has been described in detail elsewhere. 

The cell was placed In a Marshall resistance-heated furnace and 

shielded from rf interference from the triac-controlled temperature 

regulator by a grounded platinum shield placed between the 2 in 

alumina tube and the furnace winding. Temperatures could be 

maintained to within ±0.5 K. 

Cell emf was measured with a Kelthley 640 electrometer which 

was connected to the cell leads with a trlaxial cable containing a 

driven guard to reduce leakage currents. The electrometer output 

and amplified thermocouple output were monitored periodically by 

a microcomputer control system based on the Intel 8008 microprocessor. 

The control program was able to raise the cell temperature at 

100 Khr" to the operating temperature, monitor the cell temperature 

and emf and print the data on a teletype, teat for equilibrium, 

and repeat the measurements at a series of fixed temperatures within 

the desired temperature range. 
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C. Results 

The free energy of formation of indium sesquloxide vas 

determined with the cell 

Ptlclln, In203l!CSZBcO, C0 2 |Pt. (2) 

The activity of oxygen in the coexistence electrode relative to 

that in the reference gas mixture was ireasured from the ..ell voltage* 

E, and the Nernst equation. 

E - H In {p(0 2, CWCO 2)/p<0 2, In-JTn2G3)} (3) 

where R is the gas constant, T the absolute temperature, F is the 

Faraday constant, p(0«,COfC0,) the oxygen partial pressure over the 

CO+C0 2 mixture and p(0 2, In+In,0,) that over the coexistence 

electrode. 

The Clbbs free energy of forming In.O, is related to the cell emf 

through the equilibrium constant of reaction Eq, (1). Assuming unity 

activities for In<Jl) and ln 20 3(c), AG* (In2<>3, c, T) is given by: 

AG°(In 20 3, c, T) - 1.5 RT( P ( ; 0 /p^) 2+3&G° e f-6FE. (4) 

The ratio of partial pressures of the reference gas components, 

(p™ / P C Q ) I was determined by chemical analysis to be (10.322 ± 

0.092). The term AG° in Eq. (4) is the Gibbs free energy of reaction 

for the reference gas equilibrium, 
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C 0 + 2 °2 " C 0 2 ( 5 ) 

14 and was calculated from the data of Wicks and Block. The measured 

cell potential differs from the potential generated by the In 0 

formation reaction by the magnitude of the Pt-C thermal emf. The 

potential, determined elsewhere as a function of temperature, 

was used to correct the measured emf for this contribution. 

Listed :ln Table 1 are the temperatures of measurement, recorded 

cell emf, corrected cell emf, the partial pressures of oxygen in 

the reference and measured electrodes, respectively, and the Cibbs 

energy of forming 1 ^ 0 , as calculated from Eq. (4). 

A linear least squares regression analysis nf tK- AC f(In-0_, c, T) 

data shown in Table 2 gave the following equation: 

AO°(In 20 3,c,T) - -(223.16±0.1A)+ (0.07947+0 0012) (T/K) (6) 

where AG?(In„0,,c,T) has the unite of kcal .mol" . The constant t 2 3 tn 
term represents the standard enthalpy change for the formation 

reaction while the temperature coefficient is that of the 

standard entropy change. The error limits are those of the standard 

deviation of the data for the least-squares line. This error was 

found to be 0.25 kcal at 1000 K, which corresponds roughly to a J K 

error in temperature measurement or a 1.8 inV error in cell emf 

measurements. 



Table 1. Summary of experimental and derived data (cal . = 4.184 J; atm » 101.323 k Pa) 

T,K Emf Emf log1()p<02,C04<:o2), log 1 0p(O 2 >In+In 20 J),-AG°(In 20 3 >c,I) 

Measured, nV Corrected, nV atm atm kcal .mol 

950.8 128.9 131.9 -19.82 -22.61 147.58 

953.6 129.0 132.0 -19 .73 -22.52 147.38 

9<)6.1 128.4 131.6 -18 .71 -21 .40 144.83 

988.2 128.2 131.4 -18.64 -21 .32 144.63 

1021.6 127.5 131.0 -17.67 -20.25 142.00 

1026.0 127.1 130.6 -17.54 -20 .11 141.60 

1041.8 126.8 130.4 -17 .11 -19.63 140.36 

1059.0 126.6 130.3 -16 .65 -19 .13 139.02 

1067.8 126.0 129.8 -16.42 -18.87 138.27 

1094.9 125.8 129.8 -15 .73 -18.12 136.18 

1128.J 124.7 128.9 -14 .93 -17.24 133.49 
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D. Discussion 

The calculated values of AG,(In_0 ,c,T) from this study are 

plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 2 and compared to data 

from the emf studies of Klinedinst and Stevenson (using a similar 
2 cell design), of Schaefer (using a Cu-Cu«0 reference electrode). 

4 
of Neuns and Felmore (using a Ni-NiO reference electrode), and 

3 
of Chatter;)i and Vest (also using a Ni-NiO reference electrode). 

Also plotted in Fig. 1 are the values measured by Hochgeshwender 

and Ingraham employing a flowing gas equilibrating technique. 

Presented in Table 2 is a comparison of the standard enthalpy 

and entropy changes obtained from this study and from other studies. 

Large discrepancies are apparent in both of these terms derived 

from the measured Glbbs free energy of formation. 

In order to better ascertain the reliability of the available 

data a third law calculation was performed. The results of this 

calculation are shown in Fig. 3. The values of AHj(In,0,,c,298.15) 

were calculated from the equation* 

AH°(In 20 3,c,298.15) - AG°(In2<>3,c,T) -A f (H£-H° 9 g_ 1 5) + 

r[AS°, 298.15 - A £(S»-S« 9 8_ 1 5)j . 
(7) 
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Table 2. Comparison of the standard enthalpy and entropy of the 
react ion, 2In(£) + 3/2 0 ( g ) - l n , 0 , ( c ) from dif ferent 
sources. 

AH AS" 
i-hr1 Reference 

-218.78 

-222.7 

-215.55 

-218.7 

-223.16 

0.07534 

0.0781 

0.07263 

0.0756 

0.07947 

Schaefer 
4 

3 
Chatterji 

Klinedinst 

this work 
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Values of S
T

- S 2 Q O IC an<3 ^ " ^ O B 15 ^ o r d ^ a t o n , i c oxygen were taken 
14 from Wicks and Block, for liquid indium from the selected values 

of Hultgren, and for indium sesquioxide from the heat capacity 

measurements of Shchukarev, Semenov and Rat'kovskli. The specific 

heat data reported in the latter study was reduced to the form, 

c (In.0,,c,T) =» 29.36 + 7.0x10" 3T-7.66xl0 5/T 2 (7) 
P 2 3 

The value of -73.5 e.u. was assigned to AS*, 298.15 as suggested by 
18 Hart. These values were combined according to the stoichiometry 

of reaction Eq. (1) to determine the values of A,(S -S,„„ „ ) and used 

in conjunction with the neasured AG.(In-0_,c,T) data to determine the 

enthalpy of formation at 298.15 K. The calculated AH°(ln,0,,c,298.15) 

results are compared to the value of (-221.27±0.40) kcal mol 
12 as determined by Holley, Huber and Meierkord by combustion 

calorimetry. 

Aa shown In Fig. 3, the results of this study exhibit the most 

temperature-independent values of AH°(In20,,c, 298.15) of all the emf 

studies, with all calculated values falling within the experimental 

error range of the calorinetric results. The values of AH°(In20,,c,298.15) 

obtained from the other five studies showed a definite temperature 

dependence of about equal magnitudes (where actual data points were 

available). This lead us to reexamine the enthaply and entropy 

functions chosen in the calculation 
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The values of S_„„ ,. for In and 0 have been very well 

determined and stoichiotGetrlcally combine to give 101.31 entropy 

units. Becker and Roth estimated the entropy of ln,0, at 298.15°K 

to be 27.0±2.5 e.u., while Stubbs, Schufle and Thompson 

calculated a value of 30.1 e.u. fro* their equilibrium studies. 

Using these values as extrema lead us to select a range of -74.31 

to -71.21 e.u. for AS^dn-O-.c, 298.15). Another alternative 

calculation of AH-(In,0 ,c,298.15) is based on the assumption that 
20 c (It,0,,c,T)ls equal to c(B-Ga,0«,c,T). Glassner gives coefficients 

for a linear temperature-dependent expression for c Cln-0 ,c,T) and 

estimated enthalpy and entropy functions for ' e ln,0 formation 

reaction. In order to reconcile the results of the other studies with 

those from this work, these alternative specific heat values were 

substituted in various combinations in the third law calculation. In 

all cases (except with the more negative values of ASffln,03,c,298.l5) 

and with other values as In the original calculation) the use of the 

new specific heat functions had the deleterious effect of raising the 

mean value of the calculated AH°(In20,,c,298.15) well above that 

reported by calorimetrir studies. It can be concluded therefore, 

that the results of this study are most consistent with the third 

law test of all studies using the solid-state electrochemical cell 

method. 

An important side reaction to consider at high temperatures is 

the decomposition of In.O.(c) to form ln„0(v). The existence of 

ln,0(c) above 1085K has been suggested by Kllnedinst and Stevenson 
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to explain a discontinuity in the temperature dependence of the measured 

oxygen activity of a coexistence electrode containing In(£) and 

indium oxides formed by electrochemical titration. No such discontinuity 

was found in the present study for a coexistence electrode containing 

In(l) and ln 20,(c). It is possible, therefore, that ln,0(c) is 

produced by the titration of oxygen ions into In(£) above 1085 K. 

It is of Interest to calculate the partial pressure of ln,0(v) 

that would exist in the In(£) + In_G(cj electrode if equilibrium 

conditions prevailed. For the reaction, 

4/3 In<4) + \ ln 20 3(c) - In2<Kc) (8) 

the Gibbs free energy change is found by subtracting -j AG°(In„0.,c,T), 

obtained In this study, froa that for ln,0(c) suggested by Kllnedinst 

and Stevenson. The result is 

AG(8) - 20.286 - .01959 (T/K), kcal^mol - 1. (9) 

The standard free energy change is zero for this reaction at 1097 K. 

Therefore above this temperature solid In.O could form. The In-O(c) 

vaporization free energy can now be found by combining the formation 

energies of the two species, for the reaction, 

ln20(c> - ln20(v) (10) 

The result is 
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AG(10) - 31.0 - 0.177 (T/K), kca l^mol" 1 (11) 
tn 

Assuming Ideal conditions, the pressure of In.O(v) over solid ln_0 

Is then given by 

log10fp<ln20/<itm} - -6949/T + "..87 (12) 

which gives a value of 2.75 mnHg at 1100 K. If on the other hand 

In.O.(c) Is present, the oxygen partial pressure is found from 

the equilibrium reaction, 

ln203(c) - 2In(4) + 3/2 02(v) (13) 

Also the reaction 

2In(i) +j02 - ln20(v) (14) 

is a source of In.O in the gas phase. Combining the last two reactions, 

one obtains 

log1(){p(02)/atii} - -32,513/T + 11.58 (15) 

log10{p(ln20)/at«} - -11,405/T + 7.93. (16) 

These expressions also give a value of 2.93 mi Hg for the partial 

pressure of InjO(v) at 1100 K. Shchukarev, Semenov and Ratkovskii' ' 
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found the pressure of In„0(v) over a mixture of In (Si) + ln_0 to be 

0.631 ran Hg at 1101 K by mass spectrometry. Shown In Fig. 4 

are the partial pressures of ln,.0(v) established by a direct formation 

reaction in the presence of In.O.Cc) or by vaporization of In.O(c). 

The mass spectrometer data is not sufficient for one to discern 

which mechanism is controlling, although the formation of IruO(c) 

after vacuum sublimation of the ln_0 (c) + In(Jl) mixture has been 
o 

reported. 

Also of importance to the present study is the equilibrium 

pressure of In-O(v) over Xn.O-(c) produced by the reaction 

ln 20 3(c) - ln20(c) + 0 2(v) (17) 

This reaction has a free energy change given by 

AG(17) - 169.16 - .017157 (T/K), kcal h « o l - 1 . (18) 

Combined with the free energy of vaporization for solid In.O one 

finds 

log10{p(ln20)/atm} - -43,918/T + 19.51 - Iog1(){p(02)/atm}. (19) 

21 This expression is somewhat different from that given by Van Dillen 

which is 

log1(){p(ln20)/atm} - 42.189/T + 17.7 - log 1 ( ){p(0 2)/atm}. (20) 

The formation of ln,0(c) as a reaction product during ln_0.,(c) 

decomposition is suggested by the thermogravimetric studies of de Witt 
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who found a small (1 Vg/min) linear weight loss of ln,0, over the 

temperature range from 1173 to 1473 K. De Wit attributed this 

result to a defect reaction involving either the formation of oxygen 

vacancies or indium interstials in ln ?0 (c), however, rather than 

to an In,0(c) surface reaction product. -In our study of the 

In<£) + ln,0-(c) coexistence electrode, no discontinuities in cell 

emf with temperature were observed, in spite of some vaporization of 

In(£). Therefore, we conclude that ln_0(c) could be produced by 

a rapid dissociative decomposition reaction from In-O-(c) above 

1173 K, but that ln 20(c) is not present in the In(£) + ln,0 (c) 

coexistence electrode. This conclusion also is supported by x-ray 

diffraction analysis on the coexistence electrodes following high-

temperature studies. 

E. Conclusion 

The Glbbs free energy of formation of ln,0, was readily 

measurable utilizing a solid-state electrochemical cell with a 

CO + CO, reference electrode. The microcomputer automation of the 

study proved exceptionally beneficial for automatic testing of 

thermodynamic equilibrium and of the reproducibility of the data. 

The results of the study gave the most temperature-independent 

values of dH?(In20.,c,298.15) of all the emf studies of the 

ln,0,(c) formation reaction, and In close agreement with calorimetric 

data. No evidence was found for the formation of In.O(c) over 

In (J.) + ln,0,(c) coexistence electrodes. 
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LIST OF FIGURES 

Fig. 1, Cross-section of the experimental cell showing the In(!l) + 

In.O-(c) coexistence electrode contained in a graphite 

crucible, and a COfCO, reference gas electrode inside a 

calcia-stabilized zirconia tube. 

Fig. 2. Gibbs free energy of formation of ln_0,(c) as a function of 

temperature. 

Fig. 3. Standard state enthalpy of formation of In.O.(c) obtained by 

a thrid law analysis of the experimental data. 

Fig. 4. Partial pressure of ln,0(v) as a function of temperature 

for tun possible formation reactions. 
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V. SOLID-STATE ELECTROCHEMICAL STUDY OF Ga-Sb LIQUID ALLOYS 

A. Introduction 

Gallium and antimony combine to form a single intermetallic 

compound, gallium antimonide (GaSb) with the sphalerite structure. 

This compond is of current practical interest for its semiconducting 

properties, especially in application to Gunn effect diodes. 

The thermodynamics of the gallium - antimony system at and 

above the melting temperature of GaSb, has received considerable 

attention. Much recent consideration has been given to solution models 

for the prediction of thermodynamic data from llquidus temperatures. 

Such Indirect methods, however, are sensitive to errors in 

available liquidus data. For example, the melting point of GaSb, 

T , as determined by different studies has been reported to be 

9 7 5 , U ' 1 2 979, 7 982, M 985. 2- 6> 1 3 993,' and 9 9 8 1 0 

degrees Kelvin. The melting point as measured by different 

investigators shows marked differences though the generally accepted 

value is 985 K . 1 5 , 1 6 Compiled in Table 1 is a list of the 

experimentally determined enthalpy of fusion of GaSb, AH.(GaSb), 

and entropy of fusion, AS,(GaSb), calculated assuming the melting 

point is 985 K. As can be seen, the large ran^e of 2.0 kcal . g-atom" 

exists for the reported AH,(GaSb). 

The Ga-Sb phase diagram has been determined by a number of 

investigators ' ' all In genet illy excellent agreement, 

though shifted somewhat below the accepted melting point. 

Enthalpy of mixing data for liquid alloys have been measured 
20 21 

by Predel and Stein and Yazawa, Kawashima and Itagaki who 
found a maximum in this quantity of -258 and -204 cal g-atom , 
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Table 1. Comparison of enthalpy and entropy of fusion of GaSb, 
as reported by different Investigators. ( c al t h " A.184J) 

AH^(GaSb) ASj(GaSb) 

kcal , i?-atom cal . g-atoa K 

7.78 (± .1) 7.90 (± .11) 

7.9 8 .0 

6 .0 (± .5) 6 .1 

7.3 (± .3) 7.4 

7.5 (± .3) 7.6 

8 .0 (± .8) 8 .1 

7.0 (± .3) 7.1 

Reference 

2 

3 

4 

5 

8 

17 

19 
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respectively, at an equimolar composition. Activities in the liquid 

phase have been measured with solid state electrochemical techniques. 
22-24 

All of the reported results show extremely large negative 

deviations from ideality. Small negative deviations were found by 

Yazawa, Kawashima and Itagaki when they applied a strictly regular 
21 solution model to their heat of mixing data, while Predel and 

Stein calculated moderate positive deviations near the melting point 

of GaSb. On the other hand, vapor pressure studies have 

shown a moderately negative derivation from ideality. Thus, the 

thermodynamic properties of the Ga-Sb system at the above the melting 

temperature of GaSb aire not well defined. 

In this study, component activities in the liquid phase of 

the Ga-Sb system were measured with a high temperature galvanic cell 

employing a calcia-stabillzed zirconia solid electrolyte and gaseous 

reference electrode. 

B. Experimental 

1. Materials 

The alloy coexistence electrodes used in this study were prepared 

from high purity materials. Semiconductor-grade elemental gallium 

and antimony were obtained from Cominco American. Powdered Ga-0-

of 99.999J purity was obtained from Alfa Products. The materials 

were allowed to contact only high-purity alumina during the mixing 

process. High purity graphite was used in the preparation of the 

containers for the alloy coexistence electrode. Calcia-stabilized 

zirconia tubes having a nominal composition of Ca. 1 5
Z r

n 05°, a 5 

were obtained from Zircoa Corporation of America. The high 
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temperature part of the experimental cell housing was constructed 

entirely of high purity recystalllzed alumina. The electrode 

assembly was contained within a split tube of 99.99 tantalum which 

acted as a support and as an oxygen getter. 

2. Apparatus 

The basic experimental cell consisted of a 2 inch-diameter closed-

end alumina tube IS inch in length secured by a Viton O-ring to the 

brass cell head. This envelope contained the electrodes as shown 

in Fig. 1. The Ga-Sb alloy and a small amount of B-Ga,0, were placed 

within a graphite closed crucible in contact with a 0.250 inch 

diameter CSZ tube containing the C0+C0, reference gas .and a Pt-

paste contact between a Ft wire and the electrolyte. Three 1/8 

inch bored-through Cajon connectors on the cell head for thermocouples 

were placed symetrically around a 1/4 inch central Cajon fitting 

containing a calcia-stabillzed zirconla tube. The thermocouples used 

were type K (.020 Inch Ft, Ft 10Z Rh) which were calibrated in 

separate experiments within the cell against an NBS-tracable calibrated 

thermocouple. 

In this investigation argon gas was used as the inert gas 

blanket. High purity, tank argon was further purified by passing 

it through a column of Linde 4A molecular seive at the temperature 

of the dry ice-acetone equilibrium to remove the majority of water 

vapor present, then over hot Ti sponge at 1123 K. 

The cell was heated with a Marshall resistance heated furnace 

(20 inches in length with a 2 1/2 inch bore). Excellent temperature 

control was furnished by an integrating, triac-controlled regulating 

power supply designed and built at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 
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Cell emfs were measured with a Kelthley 640 electrometer 

accompanied with an adaptor Input head. A guarded cable connected 

the cell to the electrometer Input head where connection was made 

to a triaxlal connector. 

Data acquisition was automated with an Intel 8008-based 

microcomputer. The system had the capability of setting the cell 

operation temperature and monitoring cell emfs and thermocouple 

outputs on a predetermined time base, thus allowing continuous cell 

operation. The precision of recorded data was 0.01Z. 

C. PROCEDURE 

The general experimental procedure was to assemble the desired 

electrode arrangement and connect it to the peripheral apparatus. 

The cell was then successively evacuated (approximately 10~ torr) 

and filled with argon, and the process repeated three times. The 

absence of leaks was checked by sealing the cell under vacuum or 

under an excess pressure and monitoring the cell pressure. With the 

use of a ramp set-point controller, the cell temperature was then 

raised to the highest operating tenperature at a rate of 100 K hr in 

order to prevent thermal shock to the electrolyte. At this point 

the control was switched to the Intel 8008-based microcomputer and 

a control program initiated. The cell eaf was monitored automatically 

as the microcomputer reset the temperature in increments of ~20°C 

over a fixed range after complete equilibrium had been reached at 

each temperature. At least two cycles of the temperature range of 

interest were completed in order to reveal any hysterisis effects in 

the measurement. After completion of each run the temperature was 
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slowly lowered at 100 K hr and the cell disassembled. The electrode 

material was then examined by x-ray diffraction analysis to confirm 

the absence of side reaction products. 

D. Results 

The activity of Ga In the liquid alloys of Ga-Sb was measured 

electrochemically in a solid-state galvanic cell which can be 

represented schematically as 

Pt|c|Gaa),Sbtt), B-Ga203(c)||cSZ||cO,CO2|Pt. <1) 

At equilibrium, the electrochemical potential of oxygen is equal 

in both electrodes and is related to the cell emf by the Nernst 

equation, 

B - (RT/4F) In {a(02,ref)/a(02,Ga-Sb)} (2) 

Here »(0,,ref) is the oxygen activity in the reference electrode while 

a(0«,Ga-Sb) is the oxygen activity in the alloy electrode, T is the 

thermodynamic temperature, R is the ga* constant and F is the 

Faraday constant. 

The reference oxygen activity was calculated for the equilibrium 

reaction 

CO + | 0 2 - C0 2 (3) 

and therefore the oxygen activity la given by 
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l P^V I2 

3(0 2 >ref) - |(p(co))|exp{2flG(3)/RT} (4) 

(5) 

The free energy change for the reference gas reaction is 

AG(3) - -68,270 -0.18T An T - 0 . 3 4 x l 0 ~ 3 T 2 + 0 .87x l0 5 /T 

+ 23.28 T, cal t hB0l _ 1 

26 froa the equations of Wicks and Block. The ratio p(C0.)/p(C0) 

was chemically analyzed and found to be (10.322 ± 0.92.) 

The activity of oxygen in Che measured electrode is related 

to the gallium activity in the sane electrode through the formation 

of B-Ga.O, by the reaction. 

2Ga(« + 3/2 02(v) - S-GSjOjCc) (6) 

froa which it follows that the oxygen activity in the alloy is 

*n a(02,Ga-Sb> - 2oG(6)/3RT - (4/3) In a(Ga) (7) 

The free energy change of reaction (6) was taken as &G(6) -

(-265309±152)+(82.4710.16) T. cal^sol" 1. 2 8 Combining Eq. (2), (4) 

and (7), one finally obtains an expression for the gallium activity 

In the liquid alloy, 

RT *n a(Ga) - 3FE -1.5 RT Jtn {(p(C02)/p(C0)} - 1.5 AG(3) + 0.5 AG(6>. 

(8) 
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The measured cell o f had to be corrected for the thermal enf gen

erated by the Pt-C couple, which has been reported by Chatterjl 
27 and filth. Figure 2 shows the corrected equilibrium cell 

potentials as a function of temperature. A linear least squares 

analysis was applied to the data, the results of which are listed 

In Table 2. Listed In Table 3 1* the activity of gallium calculated 

froa Eq. (8). The activity of Sb was found by graphical Integration 

of the Glbbs-Duhem equation. The relative partial nolar enthaply 

of Ga was then calculated from 

A 8 G . - » F ( T f "E)- < 9 ) 

Then, the relative partial molar enthalpy of Sb was obtained by 

graphical integration with the relation, 

J "sb 4»sb - - C *"W ( 1 0 ) 

The relative partial solar entropy of Ga was determined by 

45 G a - „F §. (11) 

and the relative partial molar entropy of Sb calculated from 

i S S b " < a H S b " R T t n « S b ) / T ( 1 2 > 



Table 2. Emf of the experimental cell for different Ga-Sb system. 

E - a + bCT/K), mV 

x0a a -bxlO 

0.0390 413.41 * 2.41 125.16 ± 2.36 

0.293 432.03 ± 0.86 69.57 ± 0.83 

0.500 438.82 t 1.51 52.64 i 1.45 

0.639 439.18 ± 1.26 42.60 ± 1.22 

0.833 447.44 ± 0.44 42.03 t 0.41 



Table 3. Sinwary of theraodynaalc data for Ga-Sb alloys derived from eaf Measurements, teal - 4.184J) 

%. * 0 . '» Ga i 5

S b AH , , mixing 
i i - l cal .raol tn 

a 5 c . ^ S b i S M » l n « 
ca l ^ iw l tn 

mixing %. * 0 . '» 
" ' t h " 1 " 1 cal . mol~ tn 

AH , , mixing 
i i - l cal .raol tn cal .mol" c . l t h « l - 1 

i S M » l n « 
ca l ^ iw l tn Ml no l" 1 

0.039 0.0126 0.959 -2192 - 5 -90 6.51 0.08 0.33 -420 

0.293 0.166 0.632 -902 -253 -443 2.67 0.66 !.25 -1696 

0.500 0.379 0.372 -433 -571 -501 1.5) 1.40 1.45 -1953 

0.639 0.545 0.231 -408 -940 -442 0.80 1.97 1.38 -1829 

0.833 0.739 0.0982 +164 -1874 -177 0.76 2.74 1.09 -1274 
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Also listed in Table 3 are the integral values of the enthalpy, 

entropy and Gibbs free energy of mixing. In the above calculations, 

a temperature of 1003 K was used. 

E. Discussion 

Figure 3 shows the gallium and antimony activities as a function 

of the gallium mole fraction, x„ , obtained from this study. For 
23 comparison, the emf results of Danilln and Yatsenko, obtained 

24 at 988 R, and chose of Gerasioenko et al. at a temperature of 
1023 K. These investigators did not report an emf temperature 

derivative. Also shown are the calculated activities of Yazaua 
21 et al. determined by applying a regular solution model to their 

heat of mixing data at a temperature of 1003 K. Not depicted are 
22 

recent results by Pong, determined also with a solid oxygen-
conducting electrolyte but with a Ga,0.(c) reference electrode. Pong 
found that the activity versus composition curve had the same general 
shape as that obtained In this study but shifted somewhat to more 
negative values. The calorinetry study at x. -0.5 by Predel and 

20 -1 
Stein gave a value of -2S8 cal g-atom for AH . , . The 

20 calculated activities of Predel and Stein show a positive deviation 
25 froa Ideality while the vapor pressure studies of Hsi-Hsiung et al., 

agree very closely with those of this study. The large negative 

deviations found in the other two emf studies whose results are shown 

in Fig. 3 might have arisen from problems in the experimental galvanic 

cell used. Both studies used a chloride electrolyte and assumed a 

value of 3 for the number of equivalents In the Nemst equation whereas 
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gallium has known valences of both + 3 and + 1 and therefore the value 

of n is indeteminent. A value for n less than 3 would raise the 

measured activities, but the general shape of the activity curve would 

still differ from that found in this study. 

Figure 4 shows the Gibbs free energy, enthalpy and entropy changes 

for mixing the liquid elements, as determined in this study. It can 

be seen that gallium and antimony mix exothermically and nearly 

randomly (with an excess entropy of mixing of only 0.08 cal , g-atom 

for the stoichiometric liquid), indicating that the liquid alloys 

are nearly regular in nature. Also show in Fig. 3 are the entropy 
20 of mixing determined calorinetrically by Predel and Stein and 

21 Ya2awa, et al. The latter results are more endothermic by about 

a factor of 2, and should be the more accurate due to their 

reproducibility and to the reliability of the experimental technique. 

It should be noted that the temperature dependence of the 

activity (used to calculate ^ H_4_j_.) illustrated in Eq. (8) 

involves three other temperature coefficients, those in AG(3), 

AG(6) and the thrrmal emf correction. Adding the experimental errors 

of the above to those found from the emf fit results in sufficiently 

large error in the partial molar enthalpies thai: measured AH . . 

here agree well with that obtained from calorimetric studies. 

Shown also in Fig. 4 is AS . . obtained from the calorimetric value mixing 
of AH . in conjunction with AG . . measured here. This mix mixing 
method gives a significant positive excess entropy of mixing. 
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A pair potential analysis was applied to these results. This 

analysis indicated a preference for Oa-Sb pairing which is consistent 

with the negative total enthalpy for the alloy. The pairing, though 

not extensive because of the small values of AH . . , would 
mixing 

produce a negative contribution to the excess entropy. This 
contribution is probably offset by a positive excess volume (as 

29 
has been found for the related In-Sb system and in other metallic 

solutions) and by possible changes In excitation of internal degrees 

of freedom resulting from the pairing, which contribute to the 

positive excess entropy observed. 

In order to quantify these observations a short-range order 

parameter, oc, was calculated based on a lattice theory discussed by 
30 Averbach. This parameter Is defined as 

a " 1 " PGa-Sb / { ZV Ga*Sb } < 1 3> 

where r\j._sb is the number of Ga-Sb pairs in the liquid solution, 

Z Is the number of nearest neighbors, N is the number of lattice 

sites and x is the mole fraction of gallium or antimony. Through 

statistical methods Averbach shows that the excess entropy can be 

approximated by 

A Smixing * l a l k N o [ * G a t e G a + x S b < n*Sb) 
(14) 
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and the enthalpy of mixing by 

f i x i n g " Z VB ."Sb< 1 - a ) [* + i M } ( 1 5 ) 

where k is the Boltzman constant. The quantities y + j(x) and g(T) 
are defined in terms of the quasichemical interchange energy, J2, and 

S2 - Z N J y + j(x) + g(T)J (16) 

thus allowing the interchange energy to have a composition and 
temperature dependence. The authors are aware that the quasichemical 
solution theory is not directly applicable here because a positive 
excess entropy cannot be predicted, but the theory gives some insight 
into the relative amount of ordering in this system. Finally, a 
can be expanded in terms of the mole fraction and the interchange 
energy, and truncated after the first terms to give 

^ 2 x G a X S b t P * j ( l 0 + g ( T ) 1 . (17) 
0 ~ kT 

If the excess entropy and enthalpy are known, then Eqs. (14, IS and 
17) can be solved simultaneously for a. The temperature dependence 
of g(T) was assumed to be linear and given by 

g(T) - gT . (18) 
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Flgure 5 shows the calculated short-range order parameter, a, 

as a function of the antimony mole fraction. Listed In Table 4 is 

the calculated value of a, the terms N [P + 1(x)] and R g and the 
o o 

reduced interaction energy, 3/ZRT, for the five compositions studied. 
20 In these calculations the heat of mixing of Predel and Stein 

was used with the excess entropy obtained using our free energy 

data. A value of 6 was used for Z which Is substantiated by 

x-ray measurements on Xn-Sb which showed that the number of 

nearest neighbors was 5.7. The temperature of calculation was 

1003 K. 

The values of a listed can be used to predict values of AH , 
mixing g AS . . when used in Eos (14) and (15). It is observed that mixing 

the effect of the temperature dependent term, g(T), is nearly twice that 

of the term V + j(x), therefore the degree of Ga-Sb pairing is much 

greater than would be predicted by using the heat of mixing data alone. 

The experimental data for the llquidus ' mperature of the Ca-Sb 

system as well as direct determinations from other sources can be 

checked for consistency with the following two expressions for the 
31 llquidus temperature derived elsewhere 

2AK^(GaSb)+AHGa(x)+4iisb(x) 

2ASj(GaSb)+R Wa G a (T [ | i >a5 b (T i i l ) }+AS G a (x )+AS s b (x ) 
(19) 

and 
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Table 4. Short-range order parameter and quasichemical interchange 
energies, (cal . - 4.184J). 

a 
N oIU+j(x)] 

cal,.. -mol th 

» 0 [ g l 
Si/ZRT Ca a 

N oIU+j(x)] 

cal,.. -mol th cal . -mol K tn 
Si/ZRT 

0.039 -0.0162 -140.4 - .291 -0.216 

0.293 -0.0920 -146.6 - .295 -0.222 

0.500 -0 .1088 -153.9 - .279 -0.218 

0.639 -0.0996 -152.4 - .277 -0.215 

0.833 -0.0683 -98.7 - .389 -0 .245 
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2AB°(GaSb) - AS- <x) - b%.to T 1 SS §b_ ( 2 Q ) 

* 2AS°(GaSb) - AS G a(x) - As s b(x) 

where AH°(CaSb) and AS,(GaSb) are the standard enthalpy and 

entropy of forming solid GaSb from the pure liquid elements, T. is 

the liquldus temperature and a„ (T ) and a., (T ) are Che activities 
ba m SD m 

of gallivm and antimony in solid GaSb at the melting point. All 

quantities in Eqs (19) and (20) are expressed on a g-atom basis. 

In these equations GaSb(c) is considered an equimolar line 

compound, and the temperature dependence of Che partial molar 

quantities and formation'enchalpy and entropy is neglected. The 

llquidus temperature for the Sb-rich region then becomes 

tf£(Sb) + fiS„ 
T 1 Sb _ ( 2 1 ) 

aSj(sb) + aSjk 

Tables 5 and 6 show Che liquldus temperature calculated from either 

Eqs. (18), (19) or (20) for the five alloy compositions studied here. 

In these calculations the partial molar enthalpies of Predel and 
20 Stein were used while partiul molar encropies were obtained 

from our experimental results. The fusion data listed in Table 1 

was used in Eq. (18). 

The free energy of formation of GaSb has been previously 
32 i3 measured with emf methods by two other investigators. 

In order Co use their results in Eq. (19), the enthalpy and 

entropy change for the melting of Sb had to be introduced. An 



Table 5. Comparison of liquidus temperatures, (T/K) in the Ga-Sb system. 

Method x C a - 0.2S3 x„ - 0.500 ua x G a - 0.639 XCa - 0.S33 
Reference Source of Data for 

Hj(CaSb)/ H°(CaSb) 

Equation (IS) 949.3 986.0 971.4 906.2 2 

i i 932.5 988.3 974.4 909.8 3 

»» 937.6 985.1 966.1 882.9 4 

•• 948.6 987.3 972.2 902.7 5 

•• 950.0 988.2 973.0 905.2 8 

• • 953.1 9SS.9 974.7 910.9 17 

•• 946.4 987.3 971.0 898.8 19 

Equation (19) 982.9 1019.2 1004.9 940.3 32 

" 974.0 1011.5 996.6 930.0 33 

Experlr.enC.il 952.8 935.0 970.7 895.2 14 

http://Experlr.enC.il
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Table 6. Comparison of llquldus temperatures (T/K) of an antimony-
rich Ga-Sb alloy. 

x T„, Equation (20) T,, Ideal T-, Experimental 

0.039 889.8 897.2 890.7 
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- t h - " 1 

IS 
enthalpy of fusion value of 4750 cal, tool and a Belting temperature 

of 904 K was selected from Hultgren et al. 

Listed also In Table 5 for comparison is the liquidus temperature 
14 as determined by Kaglione and Potler, which required a small 

linear correction to bring their data into agreement with the 

accepted nelting point of GaSb. 

Based on the results shown in Table 5, several conclusions can 

be made. The accepted liquidus temperature in the Ca-Sb system is 

very well predicted by our activity data and the enthalpy data of 
20 Predel and Stein, along with accepted data for the heat of 

fusion. The results obtained here show that value of AH^(GaSb) 
4 obtained by Schottky and Bever is probably too low. The results 

of this study are consistent with other literature data, although 
the measured activity for the alloy x. - 0.833 appears to be a few 

percent low. When the calculations of Tj is performed with the 

literature data for the GaSb formation reaction the liquidus temperatures 

predicted are much to high, however. Owing to the good consistency 

found with Eq. (18), the probable cause of this error is in the 

values assigned In previous studies to the enthalpy and entropy of 

the GaSb formation reaction. Table 6 shows the liquidus temperature 

calculated for an antimony-rich Ga-Sb liquid alloy. The accepted 

temperature la In excellent agreement with that derived from our 

experimental value, whereas an ideal solution model gives a large 

difference between the accepted and calculated liquidus temperature. 

This result also supports the consistency and accuracy of the present 

results. 
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F. Conclusion 

Previous studies on the Ga-Sb system have concluded that the 
A 14 20 21 

liquid alloys are either ideal * or regular * solutions, 

while direct free energy determinations have indicated that the solutions-

are highly non-ide«l, showing strong negative deviations from ideality. 

The results of this study have shown the Ga-Sb system to deviate 

negatively, but moderately so, from Raoults' law uith a significantly 

Positive excess entropy of mixing. Other thermodynamic data for 

the Ga-Sb system were examined and found to give good consistency 

with Che experimental results obtained in this study, with the 

exception that the reported values for the enthalpy and entropy of 

the GaSb(c) formation reaction did not conform with the other data. 
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VI. THE SOLUBILITY AND DIFFUSIVITY OF OXYGEN IN LIQUID INDIUM 

A. Introduction 

As a continued study of the properties of the Group III elements, 

the compounds formed with Group V Materials, and their relationship with 

oxygen, the solubility and dlffusivity of oxygen in liquid Indium was 

determined. The Group III element Al has received considerable 

attention with respect to Its relation with oxygen as a result 

of the important ceraalc applications. Foster and Scardefield 

have measured the solubility of oxygen in liquid gallium over Che 

temperature range from 900 to 1200C by a gravimetric method while 

the diffusivlty of atomic oxygen in gallium has been determined 

by Kllnedinst and Stevenson with galvancstatic methods. To our 

knowledge no measurement of the solubility of oxygen in liquid 

indium has been performed while the only diffusivity determination Is 
4 that of Klinedlnst and Stevenson. 

A solid stace coulometrlc titration technique was first 

Introduced by C. Wagner to study the dependence of the silver activity 

on the Ag/S ratio In silver sulfide. Several other investigators 

have employed solid oxide electrolytes to determine oxygen solubilities 

and dlffuslvltles in liquid metals. ~ An oxygen ion conducting 

solid electrolyte has been used In this study to measure the oxygen 

diffusivity and solubility In liquid indium at a temperature of 

908 K. The solubility was determined by coulometrlcally changing 

the dissolved oxygen content am* measuring the resulting activity 

of atomic oxygen. By observing the cell potential response in 

a galvanostatic experiment, a diffusivity of oxygen could be determined. 
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B. Experimental 

A schematic of the electrode arrangement used in this study is 

shown in Fig. 1. The electrolyte consisted of a flat closed one-end 

cylinder of calcla stabilized zirconia with an outside diameter of 

0.95 cm. A pool of liquid indium was placed inside the electrolyte 

crucible which was dipped into the reference electrode mixture of 

indium and indi.m sesquioxide. The reference electrode material was 

contained inside an al,axiita crucible and electrical contact was 

made with tungsten wire. Once the cell was assembled it was 

placed in the peripheral apparatus discussed in Appendix I. 

Accurate data acquisition and precise timing were accomplished with 

the aid of a microcomputer. All other experimental equipment, 

procedures and materials were as summarized in Appendices I and II. 

C. Theory 
The electrochemical cell utilized In this study Is the concentration 

cell, 

W | l n W ) l oxide I In ( ) l ),In 20 3|W, (1) 
electrolyte 

where calcia-stabillzed zirconia was the solid electrolyte. If the 

oxygen concentration in the liquid Indium electrode Is less than the 

saturation concentration, r'iien oxygen will diffuse through the solid 

oxide electrolyte - as doubly negative ions - to the indium electrode 

from the In<8.)+In,0, buffered electrode, whose oxygen activity is 

fixed by the two-phase equilibrium. The indium electrode thus becomes 
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progreasively more negative as electronic charge accumulates until 

the diffusion of oxygen ions ceases. At equilibrium, the cell 

voltage is given by the Nernst equation, 

e " § ln lef • <2> 
°2 

where P_ and P ' are the oxygen partial pressures in the In(£) and 

In(£)+In,0 electrodes, respectively. Since the dependence of the 

equilibrium oxygen partial pressure is known, the measurement of the 

cell voltage is sufficient to determine the oxygen partial pressure 

in the liquid Indium. The resulting partial pressure is 

!> e 1 (4Fe\ 
p o 2 " p o e * » l " ) - ( 3 ) 

When the indium Is underaatuiated in oxygen, then e i s a negative 

quantity. On the other han'J, when the liquid indium becomes saturated 

in oxygen, then the cel l voltage becomes zero. 

The partial pressure of diatonic oxygen in liquid indium can be 

established by considering Cte reaction for the dissolution of oxygen 

in liquid indium which i s . 

0 2 * 2 [ 0 l I n . (4) 
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For this reaction, the equilibrium constant at one atmosphere total 

pressure and the temperature of interest is 

„ '""in 

\ 
(5) 

where a.., is the activity of dissolved oxygen in liquid indium. 
In 

Combining Eqs. (3) and (5) results in the following expression 

for the dissolved oxygen activity, 

'""in " V ^ "*>#> ( 6 ) 

Finally, the activity of oxygen can be expressed in terms of an 

activity coefficient, Y > and the oxygen sole fraction, x , to o o 
give 

*o " y^H °2 e x p ("RT" ) ( 7 ) 

Provided the term vfc /y is known, the cell voltage is sufficinnt for o 
determining the oxygen mole fraction in the indium electrode. 

The terra,/K/Y , can be determined as a function of oxygen o 
content as follows. By applying a constant current for a known 

amount of tine the composition of the indium electrode can be changed 

by an amount 

A»o"£ (8) 
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vihere Q Is the total charge passed. Assuming the number of moles 

titrated is small In comparison to the Initial number moles of [ 0 ) I n 

and In, Eqs. (7) and (8) combine to give 

Y ° 2Fn. 
J L _ r — i -j 

JO™ 2 I ' I 2 F E 2 
(9) 

Here, e. and €- represents the equilibrium cell voltage before and 

after the titration is performed and n T is the number of moles 
In 

of indium liquid present in the electrode. Thus, the term 
/iT/Y can be determined as a function of concentration in cell (1) o 
and this value can be used to calculate the solubility of oxygen in liquid In. 

Alternatively the solubility can be determined as follows. 

The change in oxygen atom fraction produced by titration is given by 

x . x a no,i"V . _ 5 _ M O) 
-6.1 *0.2 „ l n 2FnIn

 ( 1 0 > 
From Eq. (7) we find 

y, 0.2 .2F. (11) 

Combining Eqs. (10) and (11) we obtain 

0 , 2 2 F nIn*0,l 
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Assuming Henry's law is valid and letting state 1 represent the 
saturation condition E<j. (12) reduces to 

1 - exp M € ) $—— (13) 
R i 2 ,„_ _sat 

2F Therefore a plot of exp(— e ) versus Q (or It ) should yield a 
straight line of slope -l/(2Fn x s a t ) thus allowing the calculation 
of a saturation solubility. 

D. Results 
Electrochemical titrations were performed on the electrochemical 

cell (1). Listed in Table 1 are the equilibrium cell potentials 
neasured before and after the titration of this cell operating at 
a temperature of 908 K. In each titration a constant current of 
50 UA was put across the cell for a period of 30 min. Also given 
in Table 1 is the term lif/Y , which was caluclated from Eq. (9). 
The value of P6*1 was calculated from the Gibbs free energy of the 

u2 
reaction 

2In(JO+ | 02(v> - ln 20 3(c) (14) 

The reference oxygen partial pressure is thus given by 

•5 • -*#£» 
where AG (14) was taken from Chapter IV as 



Table 1. Titration of oxygen into liquid indium results. 

Equillbrum emf (aV) Charge transferred into 

before titration indium Electrode (Coulombs) 

- 0.99 +0.045 - 0.17 1.60 

- 0 .32 -0 .045 - 1.04 1.82 

-52.64 -0 .09 -55.94 3.13 

-55 .94 -0 .09 -60.44 2.53 

-60 .44 -0 .09 -62.55 5.88 

-62 .55 -0 .09 -64.80 5.83 

-64.80 -0 .09 -tw.92 4.51 

-67 .92 -0 .09 -72.12 3.67 

-72.12 - l \ 0 9 -75.42 5.15 

-75.42 -0 .09 -79.23 'i.88 

-79 .23 -0 .09 -81.64 8.36 

-81.64 -n.09 -85.30 5.95 

-85.30 -0 .09 -89.50 5.73 

Equilibrium emf (mV) —• X10" 9 

o 
after titration 
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AG°tt«) - 223.16 + 7.947xlO~2T , kcal nol" 1 . (IS) 

Shown in Fig. 2 is a typical response of the cell voltage to the 

applied current both during the actual titration and the following 

approach to the new equilibrium value. 

E. Discussion 

Upon ex.-imination of Table 1 it is observed that the term A/y 
o 

is nearly constant with respect to the dissolved oxygen content. 
Each titration resulted in oxygen mole fraction changes of 

xroi * ̂ x l"~ ' T h e f a c t C n a t t n i s t e r n i s constant implies that 
the oxygen activity varies linearly with the oxygen mole fraction or 
that Henry's law is applicable as is usual in most dilute metal 
solutions. This is especially apparent when the oxygen content is 

9 far from the saturation value. Using a mean value of 5x10 for 
/K/y allows the solubility of oxygen in liquid indiui at 908 K 
to be calculated from 

<fe~P 
°2 9 / — 
— - 5x10' /f7 . (17) """in *o J \ 

The solubility of oxygen in indium at saturation was found to 
—3 — 

be Xj._i * 1.2x10 , which was calculated using a value of /K/y = 
In q 1.6x10 since this was found when the cell voltage was nearest to 

zero or saturation. Unfortunately these measurements w?re 
performed at only one temperature thus not permitting the 
temperature dependence of *^7y 0

 t o ^e found. It is possible _J 
estimate the standard Gibbs free energy of reaction Eq. (4) with 
the data as found here. Expressing the equilibrium constant, K, 
in terms of its standard Cibbs f *ee energy change and combining this 
with Eq. (7) gives 
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2 
AU°(4) - 4FE -RT (,n [•̂ •̂ 1 - 2RT In I • ;i8) 

peq o 
°2 

Here, the oxygen standard state is taken as 1 atm and the oxygen 

activity is given by the product of an activity coefficient, f , 

and the weight percent of dissolved oxygen, [!S 0). In the limit 

that the oxygen weight percent goes to zero the oxygen activity 

coefficient poes to unity thus eliminating the last term in Fq. 

(18): 

AG°(4) - limit {4FE-RT 4nf-^-2' ] } • (19) 
[X 01- 0 ?V< 

2 

Thus by plotting the bracketed term in the above equation versus the 

oxygen content, [Z 0J, AG (4) can be found by extrapolation. The 

oxygen weight percent can be measured from the total titration currer': 

provided the titration was started at the onset of saturation 

(approach to zero cell voltage) and the saturation solubility is 

known. On the other hand, if Henry's law is assumed to hold at 

very small icole fraction the resulting plot will be horizontal at 

the value of AG (4) given by 

AG°(4)-2RT .In 1 ^ 5 = 7 ^ 1 (20) PK M.W. (0)1 
U , M.W(In)J 

where M.W,(0) and M.W(In) are the molecular weights of atomic oxygen 

and Indium, respectively. The small mass of the dissolved oxygen 

relative to the indium was neglected. 
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Using an average value of JVL/y " 5.056x10 (obtained by averaging 

all data except the first two listings of Table 1) results in 

AG (4) - (73.5±2.4) kcal^.mol . For more concentrated solutions the tn 

oxygen activity coeffecient will deviate from unity and can be 

calculated by using Eq. (18). When the value of K determined is 

combined with the average v^/y y is found to be 0.138. 
2Fe °hown in Fig. 3 is a plot tf exp(-rc-) vs the differential charge 

titrated. If Henry's law is applicable the plot should be linear 

with a slope inversely proportional to the saturation solubility and have 

an intercept of unity. Good linearity was found in the less concentrated 

solutions with non-linearity at higher oxygen content. Thus either the 

Henry's law constant varies with [% 0], or the first three titrations 

were in error. Assuming the latter to be true yields a saturation 

solubility of x s a t » 3.3x10 . The x-axis in Fig. 3 is arbitrary 

because titration wa3 not started at saturation. Thus the intercept 

is not useful to determine the accuracy of the early data. But an 

examination of the extrapolated Intercept and the results of 

the titrations performed near saturation suggests that the data of ^he 

early titrations are in error. The value of x found agrees 

well with that found by extrapolating with the response curve. 

By monitoring the cell potential during a titration experiment 

it is possible to extract kinetic data. In this galvanostatic 

experiment charge-carrying oxygen ions are transferred across the 

solid electrolyte v'th oxidation occuring at the positive cell 

elr<?t''ode and reduction at the negative electrode. Several mechanisms 

for oxygen transfer between the electrodes are operative while 
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usually one step Is rate limiting. If the redox reaction rate Is 

controlled by the adsorption or desorption of neutral oxygen 

atoms then the electrical potential is nearly independent of time 

and in contradiction with our results. An assessment of other 

mechanisms indicates that the rate-limiting step is the diffusion 
3 A of oxygen in liquid indium. ' Thus the diffusion coefficient of 

atomic oxygen in liquid indium can be ascertained from the data 

presented in Fig. 2. 

During the passing of the constant current, I, the measured 

potential, e is giv^n by 

E - s + IR « fg in {P. /P^q) (21) 4F ~" 0 2' 0 2 

where £ Is the equilibrium cell voltage before the titration and 

R is the ionic electrolyte resistance. 

The solution of the diffusion equation for one dimensional 

oxygen diffusion out of a semi-infinite indium specimen with the 

initial condition 

x0 " W z>0, t - 0 

and the boundary conditions 

x - x (t„) for z « <», t > 0 o o ° 

3* (z,t) I V 

z"0 o 
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and evaluated at the electrode - elecf-rolyte interface, z = 0, is 

given by 

v T it 1/ 2 

*Jti " *J* > 1/9 M-> • ^ 2 2> 
0 ° FAir1/2D 1 / 2 

Here. V T is the indium molar volume, A the interfacial surface area In 

and D the oxygen diffusivity. Eqs. (21), (22), and (5) can be 

combined to give 

l /» Y V I t ' " 
e(t) + I R o - C o - ET/2F An { - ^ ( x ^ t , ) - _** ^ . (23) 

°2 '•'" ° 
/K P 

2 2F l'' Therefore a plot of exPl'5T (£(t) + I R -£ )] versus -It '" y H I o o 
J/9 1/9 

should yield a straight line of slope V. /FAu "D and intercept 

x (t ) . o v <y 

Figure 4 shows such a plot from which an oxygen diffusivity of 
—6 2 —1 2.2x10 cm sec was determined. This value is in good agreement 

(4) -7 

with the value of Klinedinst and Stevenson w of (7.6±4.7) 10 

who used the potentlostatic method with cylindrical geometry. The 

extrapolated value of x ( t ) was 1.05x10 . The errors involved 

in these results include those associated with the measured emf, 
the determined t'&iy , and R , the fact that the electrode was not a o o 

semi-infinite medium, and the possibility of radial diffusion. 

F. Conclusion 

The results presented show that oxygen follows Henry's law when 
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dissolved in liquid indium at low concentrations. Ac concent rations 

more near to saturation it couLd not be shown that the solution is 

lienrian in nature. Further work on this system should involve both 

galvanostatic and potentiostatic measurements at several Lenipeivituros. 

The preferred geometry should be cyclindrical because of ease of 

electrode separation and because an independcu'. measurement of the 

diffusion coefficient can then be made which does not require 

solubility data. 
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VII. SOLID-STATK GALVANIC CELLS CONDUCT1VL: TO FUlURINi: 

A. Introduction 

Thermodynamic and kinetic measurements with the use uf a Cal-'., 

solid electrolyte greatly enhance the range of applicability ut' 

galvanic cell measurements to Group III and V semiconducting compounds 

Only two thermodynamic studies of III-V compounds employing CaF^.is ilie 
22 solid electrolyte arekpown. Samokhaval and Vetcher measured the 

free energy of formation of solid AlSb from 718 to 896°K in the 

following galvanic cell, 

Ho|graphite|Al,CaAlF ,CaF 2| |CaF 2| |AlSb,Sb,CaAlF5>CaF2|graphite|No. (1) 

The equilibrium mixture of Al, CaAlF-, CaF_ was used to prevent the 

reaction, 

2A1 + A1F * 3AIF. W ) 

The free energy of formation determined was found to be in 

good agreement with data taken on a molten salt galvanic cell. In 

1969, Samokhval studied solid solutions of AlSb - CaSb in the cell. 

AlSb,Sb,CaAlF5,CaF2|CaF2||Al,Ga|Sb,Sb,CaAlF5,CaI'2 U ) 

at 850K. The overall cell reaction was 
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AlSb rt AlSb(in solid solution). (4) 

Strong negative deviations from ideality were found in the AJSh 

activity in the solid solution. 

A discussion of the possible applications of CaF. is given 

in Chapter VIII. Presented here are results of studies on cells 

designed to determine the Gibbs free energy of formation for the 

fluorides of Al, In and Ga along with that of solid GaSb. As a 

test for the experimental apparatus a well known galvanic cell was 

first studied. 

B. The Gibbs Free Energy of the Reaction Mg + NiF, •* M^F 9 + Ni 

*•• Introduction 

In order to test th» reliability of the CaK solid eleccrolyte 

galvanic cell a well defined cell arrangement was first investigated. 

The cell employed consisted of two coexistence electrodes and hud 

the following configuration: 

TalMRtMgF2l|CaF2llNi,NlF2|Nl , (5) 

with the cell reacting as follows: 

Mg + 2K~ - MgF 2 + 2 e ~ (lftft: <n) 

KiF 2 + 2j •* Nt + 2F" (right) (7) 

MB + NiF + M R F 2 + Ni (ovcrjiU) («) 
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The Gibbs free energy of the above overall reaction is given by 

AG; = -nFE. (9) 
4 

where E is the measured cell potential, F the Faraday constant and n 

the number of equivaJents. 

This electrode arrangement is particularly suited as a test 

cell for several reasons. The displacement reaction has a well 

known Gibbs free energy change, with experimental data 

from both calorimetric * * and galvanic methods. * ' ' 

The use of the Mg and MgF„ coexistence electrode is a good test of 

the performance of the CaF„ single crystal due to the very reducing 

nature of this element. Furthermore, since Mg is a relatively volatile 

metal (vapor pressure of 10 atm at 857 KX electrode 

containment devices are thoroughly verified. 

2. Experimental 

A general description of the experimental apparatus, procedures 

and materials can be found in Appendices 1 and IT. Three different 

cell arrangements were tested and, are depicted in Fig. 1. The 

first half electrode wa prepared by mixing powdered Mg, and Mi*I;
2 

in a 2:1 volume ratio. CaF ? ) still in the powdered form, was then 

placed on the top of the metal-metal fluoride in a Ta crucible and 
2 

pressed at 20 tons/in forming a CaF_ cap that extended a few 

millimeters above the Ta surface. The second half cell was prepared 
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by first pressing a pellet of the metal-metal fluoride of 

approximately 3/8" diameter followed by pressing CaF„ on aJl sides 

(with the bottom excepted) thus forming a more complete seal. 

The third arrangement consisted of placing the powdered electrode 

material into a spiked top Ta crucible with gravity forming the 

electrolyte-electrode interface. A photograph of this cell is 

shown in Fig. 2. The Ta crucible edge was sealed to the single 

crystal by the force of the spring loaded pushrod. As a furLher step 

quartz wool was placed around the outside perimeter of the crucible. 

The CaF- single crystal used here had a larger diameter 

(1 in x 2 ram versus 1/2 in. x 2 mm). The Ni-NiF„ electrode was prepared 

in the same manner as the Mg-MgF eU . ode for run 1. In all cases the 

electrodes were electrically insulated by A1..0- cups aid the lead 

wires were made of the same material as the crucible. The six halfiv lis 

were eacli annealed in vacuum at SOO^C for a period of 24 hours to 

promote a fast approach to equilibrium. All other experimental 

techniques were as discussed in the general experimental procedure 

[Appendix I]. 

3. Results 

The first electrode design failed is a result of a vapor leak. 

in the Mg electrode. During operation of the cell, Mg had con Led the 

entire cell area. Electrical shorts were found across the ceramic 

insulators and around the single crystal. In conjunction with the 

electrical shorting the cell could have also failed as n result of 

fluorine transport around the cell. The second cell also shorted 

through a thin film resistor formed from a vapor deposit. The ceLl voltage 
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peaked at 1,6 volt after a period of 12 hours with a subsequent 

steady decay in voltage. Potentiostatic titrations were attempted 

but did not result in an equilibrium cell potential. The 

electrode design of the third cell proved to operate the must 

effectively. Fig. 3 shows the initial cell voltages as a function 

of time at 820 K. Though this temperature is on the lower end of 

the CaF_ electrolyte operating temperature, the lower setting 

depressed vapor leakage rates and thus enhanced the cell Lifetime. 

Equilibrium was induced by titrating the cell with a constant 

potential, and observing the emf decay. Such experiments were 

carried out at various voltages for several different time periods 

with thj results being reproducable. This technique is useful 

to insure equilibrium by titrating in both directions and .il.<;n has 
19 been used when an inherent emf decay is taking place. A typical 

decay 'e is depicted in Fig. 4. The initial fall in voltage 

can be attributed to the IR drop across the cell followed by the 

exponential portion due to a diffusion overpotentiaL. 'Hie equilibrium 

portion of the curves had a small decay slope due to either 

electrical or fluorine short circuiting. In one experiment the cell 

emf remained for a period of 1 hour at a value of 2.341 volts. Alter 

1 week of operation, the cell was completely shorted. After each 

run the electrode material was analysed by X-ray diffraction, 

and no side reaction products were detected. 
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4. Discussion 

Table 1 summarizes Clio literature values of the emfs obtained 

for this galvanic cell. This data is shown graphically in Fig. 5 along 

with the cell t*nif found in this experiment. It is seen that the 

value obtained agrees very well with the literature values. 

Electrode containment proved to be a major problem in the use 

of CaF,, as a solid electrolyte. A closed type of arrangement 

woulJ be preferable to the open jell used but tubes mnde from single 

crystal CaF_ are unavailable. Two different cell designs Cor 

those electrode compositions were reported in the literature. Both 

types were attempted in this work (runs 1 and 3) but a stable 

operating cell was not found. 

C. Other Fluoride Galvanic Cells 

1. Introduction 

The solid electrolyte CaF ? was used to measure the free energy 

of formation of the Group 111 metal fluorides, M F., in the follow

ing cell, 

Hi|Ni.NlF 2||CaF 2||H I I £. M m F 3 | c | P t (6) 

here the overall cell reaction is 

"ill + N i F 2 " H I U F 3 + N i- ( 7 ) 

The free energy of forming the metal flurride can be found from 
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Table 1. Literature eraf values for check cell. 

Cell Voltage (mV) 
Temp. 
Range, °K 

Volta,;e 
At 873°K Ret. 

Calvanic Cell Method 

1. E = 2315(±11.9)+0.002(±O.O14)-T 

2. E = 2290(±10) 

3. E = 2343 

4. E = 2407.8-0.0765-(T) 

Calorimetric Methods 

5. E - 2432.9-0.5214-T-2.60X 
10"5xT +2.664"102/T2+ 
0.06576-T in T 

Estimated 

6. E = 2314-0.247-(T) 

7. E = 2360.4-0.1724-(T) 

8. E - 2311-0.188-(T) 

9. E = 2305-0.102-(T) 

751-919 2316 

873.16 2290 

873.16 2343 

725-913 2341 

630-919 2346.6 

1 

3 

5 

18 

8,9* 
13-17 

298-923 2098 4 

298-923 2210 2 

298-923 2147 7 

500-923 2216 6 

S" 8 for Hi, F 2, and Mg from Ref. 15. S 2 g 8 for NiF2 from 

Rcf. 16. 

Ref. 13 . 

Ref. 9. 

S,„„ for !lj-,F, from Ref. 17. C for Ni, F , , MgF from 

C for NiF, from Ref. 14 
P 2 

...formation , .. „ r „ f „ 
298 s 2 " 

...formation r „ ._ r All for !liF., frum 
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A Gformation, M T T T F - = 3/2 AG° „. „._. -3FE (8) • III 3 formation, NiF„ 

the free energy of forming 3/2 NiK ? was taken as -234»750 + 49. 5T ca1 . 
-1 20 mol . The Group III metal fluorides were gallium, indium and 

aluminum. Five different electrode designs were tried with both 

gallium and aluminum and two with indium. 

A cell designed to measure the free energy of formation for 

solid GaSb was also constructed and can be schematically represented 

Pt|c|Ga,GaF3||CaF2||Sb, GaSb, GaF3|c|Pt (9) 

The overall cell reaction is the formation reaction and the coll orof is 

directly related to its Gibbs free energy, 

formation, GaSb v ' 

Two cell arrangements were attempted. 

In all the cells operated a stable and reproducabU- cell 

potential could not be obtained* though the emf's observed showed tho 

correct sign and were close to those expected. 

2. Experimental 

A description of the general experimental apparatus and procedure 

can be found in Appendix I while the materials used are listed in 

Appendix II. The possibility of the intermecallic, M-.-Ca''",. 
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forming at the electrode interface was investigated by heating an 

intimate mixture of the metal fluoride and CaF„ to a tempe .>turo 

above the highest operating one. The material was then analw.rd by 

x-ray diffraction and no intermetal lie phases were found for •.•ICIKT 

gallium or indium but one was found for aluminum. CruribU- ir.at vr ials 
10-1 ̂  were selected so as not to dissolve the electrode material. 

3. DiscussUm 

Though successful CaF_ cells have already been reported in Liu- literature, 

(see 21), mi concrete results were found when using the open cell 

arrangement outlined. It is believed that the main reason for Llic 

unstabLe results of these ceils was a vapor deposit short 

circuiting the cell around the electrolyte and vapor flu-trine 

transport between the two electrodes. Attempts were r. '<-• to titrate 

to an equilibrium value in emf but no reproducible results could 

be reached. 

Several variations of the basic cell design were explored in 

these measurements. Scaling of the electrodes compartments were 

tried with the application of a zirconia paste and nlso by wrapping 

with quartz wool. A fluorine getLer of tantalum was placed near the 

electrodes. In another cell an alumina tube was placed around the top electrode 

and placed on the CaF„ electrolyte thus forcing the inert gas stream 

to pass through the uppsr cooler region before contacting the lower 

electrode. Lava insulators were placed in series with the guy wire 

to prevent shorting to the cell head. Both pelleted and powdered 

forms of the electrode materials were used. 
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it can be concluded that the open cell configuration employed 

in these studies is very difficult to operate due in part to *hu hij;!i 

vapor pressures of the materials involved (especially u' Die mutal 

fluorides). In future studies it is recommended tt«at a closvd 

type of cell be used. Here, the two electrodes should be 

separated completely with separate inert &as purges to each »le ci .uJe. 
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VIII. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

Solid electrolytes have been used in this study to investigate 

some thermodynamic and kinetic properties related to Group III 

and V elements. Specifically, Gibbs free energies of forming the 

stable oxides of the Group III elements of Ga and In have bee.\ 

measured. The results show good agreement with other literature 

values and are particularly consistent when viewed from a 'third 

law' point of view. The thermodynamics of the Ga-Sb system at and 

above the liquldus line has been examined and component activities 

in the melt measured. The solubility and diffusion of oxygen in liquid In has 

also been studied electrochemically. The solid electrolyte CaF_ 

was explored for applications with respect to Group III and V 

elements and compounts. Finally a critical assesment of the 

experimental apparatus and techniques has been put forth. 

With the age of solid state electronics having relatively 

recently been born, future product development will depend in part 

on a accurate description of the properties of the materials 

'.n"olved. In light of this thought I would like to conclude with 

a preface to future areas of study on the provrties of Group III-V 

semiconducting compounds in view of the ground work just presented. 

Concerning oxide electrolytes, of the Group III elements Al, 

Ga and In and the Group V elements F, As and Sb the only oxides 

able to produce a measurable oxygen partial pressure are those of Ga 

and In. The oxygen partial pressure of A1_0 is out of the conduction 

range of the common oxide electrolytes while the large vapor pressures 
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of P and As limit their applicability. This leaves the alloys 

obtained from the elements Ga, In and Sb. The Ga-Tn melt has 
1.2 received attention with a solid oxide electrolyte with good 

consistency found in the measured gallium activity. The thermodynamics 
3 

of In-Sb has received the most attention in the literature, 

though all emf measurements have been taken with a liquid electrolyte 

and only one measurement with the liquid alloys. There exist an 

approximately 25 kcal . uol difference between the Gibbs 

free energy of formation of the two oxides thus making an oxide 

investigation feasible. The third system, Ga-Sb, has been reported 

on previously In the manuscript. It is thus concluded that possible 

areas for future study with oxygen electrolytes would include indium 

activities in the In-Sb liquid alloy and gallium activities in the 

increasingly important ten ary system In-Ga-Sb. 

The second solid electrolyte considered was CaF,. The use of 

CaF, has three distinct advantages: 1). A1F, is now included in the 

range of applicability 2) Much lower tenperature can be employed 

3) Good response enables data to be taken also on the solid 

compounds and solutions. Thus measurements of the free energy of 

formation of the solid compounds H-.^Sb, where M I T I represents 

a Group III element, can be measured by the following cell, 

M i n S b ( c ) ' " H I V Sblic«F
2li"m* "III'S ( 1 ) 

Here the overall cell reaction Is the formation reaction. This cell 

can be carried above the llquldus line and M... activities measured. 
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By determining the point at which the emf changes slope the liquidus 

temperature can also be defined for regions in the Sb rich portion 

of the phase diagram. Since the emf of cell (1) Is a measure of the 

H_.TT activity, this arrangement can also be used to measure the 

homogenity gap for the line compound M^-Sb. If a known weight of 

M T T T S b (Sb absent) makes up the left electrode, the gallium 

concentration can be altered by coulometrlcally titrating flourine 

to or from this electrode with a constant current supply. On 

either side of the gap the gallium activity is constant (though at 

much different values). The amount of current passed is a measure 

of the width of the homogenity gap, 

n -i£ titrated nF 

where I is the constant current passed, t is the time required to go 

between the constant values of emf, n is the number of equivalents, 

F the Faraday constant and n^.^ t . is the number of moles of titrated 

gallium titrated. The gap, in mole fraction of gallium, is 

Ax rtini««lx

fln«1- -?&-
gap G a - G a j _ o o . . „ 

nSb+nGa "Ga^titrated + Sb 

Assuming n

t 1 t r , t . - A

< < 'W f n «i. equations 2 and 3 give 
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where I, t and (n +n„. ) are all measurable quantities. The only 

way to fix the location of the gap is by titrating from the pure 

Sb phase with a large excess of CaF_ present (at least equal molar 

with respect to Sb). This approach is prohibited by the time involved. 

As an example, if 0.05 moles of UaSb are initially present and a constant 

current of 0.1 ma is passed for 100 sec a gap of 1.04 x 10~ 

in mole fraction would be detected. 

It is possible to measure the free energy of formation of the 

metal fluorides with the following cell. 

M I U , M I 1 I F J k a F 2 l l r e f e r e n c e electrode (5) 

The reference electrode should be thermodyr.amical ly defined and could 

be either solid (Ki, NiF_) or gas (as used in the studies with oxygen). 

Similar studies might be performed on the ternary solid solutions 

and liquid melts. A typical cell might be 

M i n V 1 i i i S b - s b l C a F

2 l s b ' "? ir M i B i i s b ' M ?n F 3 ( 6 ) 

where My T_F- is the most stable fluoride. In particular the 

ternary 11I-V solid solutions are receivng attention in hotorojunction 
4-6 

laser diode applications and as Gunn-effect device material. 

Finally the diffusion of fluorine in M,.. metals can be studied. 

Consider the following cell arrangement: 
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NI.NiF | |CaF | |Cal+F d isso lved] ] (7) 

| -X !-K=I. 

If a constant potential is applied with the negative poLe on 

the Ga side a current will begin to flow. The electrons introduced 

on the Ga side will react with dissolved fluorine and form fluuriiu* 

ions. These ions will ionically conduct through the CaVn electrolyte 

and upon reaching the Hi electrode will react to form Nil', thus 

liberating electrons. 

2 F d i s S o l v e d + 2 e % 2 F ~ < r iS h t> <« 

2 F + 2Ni ->NIF + 2e (left) (9) 

Initially, an equilibrium of fluurine ions is established such 

that: 

"(Fj. . J'VW c , , ) + nFE (10) 
dissolved reference electrode 

if the emf is taken from the Ga side to the Mi electrode. The 

chemical potential is related to tlie activity by, it = KT £n .'i., 

thus 

dissolved K i 'jJi 
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The activity of fluorine in the nickel electrode can be determined 
AC* from the well known free energy of forming NiF„, a„ - expl^K"rl .._. 

where AG* is determined from the following reactions: 

Ni+F 2 -»HiF2 Ac x (13) 

2F~* F 2 A C 2 (U) 

N1+2F -*NiF2 AG* (15) 

At the time the constant potential is applied, the fluorine 

concentration at the electrolyte -Ga electrode interface drops 

essentially to zero (3 orders of magnitude differential in 

concentration is sufficient). The applicable equation is Ficks 2 
second law (̂pr * D 7 ^ ) with a solution, for the linear geometry of 

X 
our current cell design, given by 

C F- - « v F - > e r f [ — ^ J (16) 
2/MI -It 

where C ,_- is the initial concentration, D - is the diffusion o r 1* 
coefficient of F~ in the metal, t is the time and x is distance from 

the interface. The flux, j, is given by Ficks first law and results 

in 
(I) -)(Cn -, 

j (17) 
/lT(U 1,-)t 
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The above solution assumes the initial uniformly concentrated G.i 

electrode is of infinite length. Due to the finite thickness of 

the electrode the ahove solution is an approximation. This problem 

can be circumvented by two methods. First of all the eell data at 

large times can be neglected. A second possibility would be to 

form a cell of the following design, 

;U.N1P 2| |CaF2| |Ca(Fluorine dissolved)! |CaF | |N1,N('2 (13) 

| - x |-ac=l-

Uith the use of this cell a constant fluorine solubility (the 

equilibrium one) would be maintained at the x»L interface. Also 

the emf of this cell would indicate any deviations from equilibrium 

by measuring the potential across the right cell. 

The current density is related to the flux of fluorine ions by, 

, . *UV-W\r-0 ••(!>,-)F(C<>.F") 

|oFj | - -—£—-TJE. _ __i. ( 1 9 ) 

»(u F-) i >'t •'it 

Therefore if we plot |i| vs. -~ we should obtain a straight line of 

slope AD p-^. 
/it 

The current density is found by measuring the current .u-rnss ilu-

cell and dividing by the surface area available to the diffusing 

fluorine ions. The currunt can be measured by putting a known 

resistance (higher than the cell impedencc to prevent cell drainage) 

in scries with the cell and measuring its voltage drop. The 
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initial concentration of fluorine can be calculated from observing 

the initial cell emf. 

By employing cell type (IS) and applying a constant voltage for 

an extended period of time different than that of the equilibrium 

one, a resulting ^'i.-- different than lhat of the equilibrium v.ilue 

can be obtained, thus allowing one to study the affects of 

concentration on the diffusion coefficient. At time t * 0, the 

potential across the left cell is changed such that fluorine is 

titrated out of the Ga electrode while the right cell is 

maintained at con-taut potential to ensure the infinite source of 

fluorine. 

By using the dual cell arrangement we could apply a different 

potential to each cell and develop a steady state profile. 

Measuring the steady state current and assuming the current is 

limited by the diffusion of fluorine through the Ga(ft) we could 

study the affect of concentration on the diffusion coefficient 

In conclusion the solid CaF. electrolyte is a much better 

candidate than an oxide for future studies in view of the larger 

number of systems it can be used with, though greater experimental 

difficulties are encountered. 
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AFPENDIX I 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES 

A. Introduction 

In this study of some Chermochemical properties of Croup III ami 

V elements and compounds two different electrolytes were employed. 

The first type was almost entirely solid state, using a disc of CaF 

single crystal as the solid electrolyte, while the second arrangement 

had a tube of calcia stabilized zirconia (CSZ) and used a gas 

reference electrode. Though differing in some respects the operation 

and apparatus of the two cell types had many common points. Thus 

the communal pertinent aspects of the cell designs and operation will 

be developed before degressing into a discussion of each cull's 

individual characteristics. In addition, several excellent reviews 

of high temperature operation of solid electrolyte galvanic i-ells 

can be found in the literature. 

B. General Apparatus 

1. Peripheral Apparatus 

Solid state galvanic cells are usually operated either under 

a vacuum or in an inert gas purge. In this investigation argon 

gas was used as the inert gas blanket. High purity, lank .u^on 

was further purified by passing it through a column of I,hide 4A 

molecular seivc at dry ice-acctonc temperature to remove the niajmily 

of water vapor present and then further purified by flowing over 

hot Ti sponge (8S0*C). A further discussion of the purifying 

apparatus and its effectiveness can be found in Appendix [II. 
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The basic cell design Is depicted In Fig. 1. It consisted of 

a 2 inch diameter closed end cuaina tube (18 Inches in length) 

secured by a Vlton O-ring to the brass cell head. Three 1/8 inch 

Cajon fitted through-bores on the cell head were placad symetrically 

around a 1/4 Inch Cajon fitted center bore. The 1/8 inch bores were 

used to pass the thermocouples and lead wires to the atmosphere via 

ceramic sheaths. The larger center opening was used to house the 

oxygen sensor. The thermocouples used were Type K (0.02 Inch Ft -

Pt 10Z Rh) and were calibrated in the cell under vacuum against 

a NBS standardized thermocouple. The calibration was performed 

with the standard thermocouple occupying the position normally 

that of the electrode, while the unknown thermocouples were placed 

In their normal positions thus accounting for any temperature 

differences between the thermocouple and the actual electrode. A 

Leeds-Northrup Type K-3 potentlometrlc facility was used to measure 

the thermocouple emfs. Included in the brass head were bores for 

gas entrance and exit. The exit placement was such that the gas 

had to flow across the cell and through the alumina pustirod Three 

hooks provided support for the guy wires. Water flowed through 

copper tubing wrapped around the head to cool it and insure 

proper 0-ring operation. The cell was boated with a Marshall 

resistance heated furnace (20 inches in length with a 2 1/2 inch 

bore). Excellent temperature control was furnished by an Integrating, 

temperature regulating power supply designed and built at Lawrence 

Berkeley Laboratory. Temperature uniformity and stability was 

required to prevent the generation of thermal emfs across the electrodes 
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and to â  low an equilibrium to be reached. 

Cell emfs were measured with a Keithley 640 electrometer 

accompanied with an adaptor input head. Coaxial cable was ran 

from the cell to the input head where connection was made from a BNC 

coaxial connector (on cable) to a BNC triaxial connector (on input 

head). The triaxial input had a copper pushrod mounted to connect 

it to the input head's spring loaded contact. The inner wire of 

the coaxial cable was connected to the positive lead wire of the cell. 

The outer wire was driven by the unity gain feedback of the electro

meter, thus acting as a driven guard. Leakage sources at the input 

head were very unlikely since the line was guarded up to the 

sapphire insulated electrometer contact. Extraneous ground loop 

currents were eliminated by grounding in a tree configuration. 

Data acquisition was automated with the connection of . - Intel 

8008 microprocessor. The facility is schematically shown in Fi^,. 2. 

The system had the capability of setting the cell operation temper

ature and monitoring cell emfs and thermocouple outputs on a 

predetermined time base, thus allowing continuous cell operation. 

The digital panel meter used was a 4 1/2 digit 1 volt instrument 

from Newport. The temperature regulator set point controller was 

ten speed, linear ramp motor drive. The current source was a 

Electronic Measurements Model C638 constant current power supply. 

All other equipment depicted in Fig. 2 was either as described 

earlier or designed and built at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory or 

the electronic shop. 
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For purposes of out-gassing and leak-detection a vacuum system 

was connected to the cell. This system consisted of a mechanical 

pump In series with a diffusion pump and could be evacuated to about 

1 x 10~ tdrr. All electrical leads were sealed, after the application 

of a layer of glyptol insulating paint, by melting black wax into 

a tapered glass tube, through which the wires extended, and sealing to 

the alumina sheaths with Cajon ultra-torr union fittings. All 

valving was accomplished with Nupro shutoff bellow valves except 

where fine control was needed in which case Nupro, double pattern, 

very fine metering valves were used. The exiting argon gas purge 

was passed consecutively through: dry ice-acetone cold trap purge 

tube, silicon oil bubbler, and a soap film flowmeter. 

C. Procedure 

The general experimental procedure was to assemble the desired 

electrode arrangement and connect it to the peripheral apparatus. 

The cell was then evacuated (approximately 10 torr) and back purged 

with argon three times. Leaks were checked during the evacuation 

and also by placing the cell under an excess argon pressure. With 

the use of the ramp set-point controller the temperature was raised, 

at a rate of 100°C/hour, in order to prevent thermal shock to the 

electrolytes, to the highest operating temperature and held there 

until an equillbrum cell potential was observed. At this point the 

control was switched to the digital microprocesser. At least two 

cycles over the temperature range of interest were completed in 

order that possible hysteresis effects might be illuminated. In the 

basic mode of control, the temperature regulator set point 
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would be ramped to a new valvts (usually a change of 20°C) and held 

there until an equilibrium voltage was recorded. Temperature and 

cell voltage were recorded at 5 minute intervals. After completion 

of each run the temperature was slowly lowered and the cell disassembled. 

The electrode material was analyzed by x-ray diffraction Co confirm the 

absence of side reaction products. 

1. Experimental Pi cautions 

When using a galvanic cell there are many potential sources 

of error which must be designed out of the system. The formost 

pitfall is the previously mentioned (Chapter 2 ) electronic 

conduction within the electrolyte. A second problem is that a flowing 

inert gas atmosphere can affect the cell potential by carrying the 

gaseous conducting ion around the open type of electrode and thus 

short-circuiting the cell. Non-inert components in the gas 

blanket can also affect the measured cell voltage. Specifically, 

oxygen can react with CaF. and promote hole conduction, though the 

literature data is in conflict on this possibility. In the 

oxide electrolyte systems the oxygen pressure should be on the order 

of that over the most stable oxide. The effect of gas flow can be 

demonstrated by changing the flow rate at a given equilibrium. In 

the limit of a high flow rate cooling affects would be noticed while 

at very low flows, leaks or gaseous short circuting would cause a 

voltage shift. Between these limits a flow rate should be available 

at which these affects can be neglected. The cells studied showed 

such a region and were ran in the range of 10 to 15 cc/min of argon gas. 
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Finally, some other practices that should be followed include: 

a given equilibrium state should be approached from both a 

higher and lower temperature - both giving reproducable results 

(accomplished with the cycling). The reversibility of react inns can be 

checked by passing a small amount of current (thus offsetting the 

equilibrium) and observing if the cell eraf returns to the oriKinal potential. 

The furnace should be properly shielded to prevent production of 

induced currents (a platinum foil cylinder grounded to tin-

electrometer was used). Also the temperature gradient across the 

cell should be kept to a minimal for obvious reasons — a 6 inch zone 

in which the cell was placed was calibrated to within 1°C throughout 

with external resistors • Good electrode-electrolyte contacts are 

essential to prevent possible polarization effects—solid state surfaces 

were lapped and polished and gas electrodes had a high surface 

area accomplished with the porous platinum paste. Finally a eheek 

cell should be run to test the reproducibility of the final cell design. 

D. Electrode Designs 

1. CaF Galvanic Cells 

Several different electrode designs were used but the basic 

arrangement was prepared as follows. Each cell consisted of a single-

crystal Cal' disc (12 x 3 mm, 25 x 3 mm, or 25 x 6 mm) sandwiched 

between two half cells and was constructed by placing a pressed pellet 

of electrode material into a metal crucible and then capping with 

polycrystalline CaF~. The CaF„ cap served two main functions. Kirsi 
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of all, composition changes with time due to vaporization were 

decreased. Also, vapor phase transport of fluorine, causing a short 

circuiting would be depressed. This cap would not impair cell 

operation since the fluorine ion mobility is greater in the poly-

crystalline material due to grain boundaries, etc. The crucible 

material selection was governed by the solubility of the electrode 

materials in the various crucible candidates. The inside 

edge of the crucible was rounded to prevent cleavage of the CaF„ 

cap and thus allow the cap to extend above the crucible level. 

Before filling the crucible, it was baked out in a vacuum at a 

temperature above the subsequent operating one. After preparation 

of the electrode the CaF 2 cap was hand lapped on a quartz plate to 

enhance contact. Finally the half cell was annealed in a vacuum 

of 10 mm Hg at a temperature above the highest measurement for a 

predetermined length of time. 

Once the half cells were prepared, they were assembled as 

shown in Fig. 3. The alumina insulator caps served to prevent 

any short circuit via the metal support (0.005" Tantalum sheet). 

Both the insulator and the support had the sides cutaway in three 

sections to allow good contact between the cell and inert gas. The 

support was held in place by guy wires connecting the three arms of 

the support to hooks on the cell head. The opposing force was 

provided by a spring loaded alumina tube. The lead wires were made 

of the same material as the crucible to prevent the development of 

thermal emfs. Contact between the crucible and lead wire was made 
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by spot welding the wire end to a 3/8 inch disc of the same material. 

The pressing apparatus is that shown in Fig. 4. The general 

procedure was as follows: powdered electrode material in predetermined 

proportions eras loaded in the dry box into body 1 and plate 1 attached. 

With the plunger in place, the powder was hand pressed while still 

in the dry box. The powder was then pressed at 10 to 20 tons/inch . 

The 1/2 inch diameter pellet was pressed out of the die using plate 

2 and placed in the crucible. The CaF. cap was made by employing 

die 1 and body 2. Die 1 was a split collar device .ounted with 

an aluminum handle to separate it from the press. With this arrangement, 
o ultrapure CaF was pressed at 10-20 tons/inch such that the surface 

extended about 2 an over the crucible level. 

2. CSZ Galvanic Cells 

Depicted in Fig. 5 is a schematic of the cell arrangement used. 

The reference oxygen partial pressure was provided by the CO.-CO 

equilibrium and its construction is discussed in Chapter 3 . In all 

cases the measured electrode consisted of a pool of the liquid 

metals being investigated and a smell amount of powder of the most 

stable oxide. The electrode materials were contained by a 2 inch, 

closed one end, graphite tube aflxed with a screw cap to allow 

additional material to be added. The center bore of the cap was 

machined to slip over the CSZ tube. When in place, powdered 

graphite was placed around the diameter to further seal the 

electrode. Platinum lead wires were used and the cell was supported 

and insulated as discussed In conjunction with the CaF, cells. 
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APPENDIX II 

A. Materials 

Listed in Table 1 are che chemicals, their source, and the 

purity used in this study. All materials were used as received except 

for the fluorides which were first dried. Handling and storage 

vas done in a purified argon filled dry box. A diagram of the fluoride 

drying apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The drying was accomplished 

with hot SF, at hi#h pressure. The fluoride was placed on a platinum 

foil in the bottom of the high pressure vessel and filled with SI-' 

gas. The temperature vas brought to 350°C at which point the gas 

pressure was approximately 50 atm. The material was baked far 3 

hours and the process repreated after purging with dried nrj;on. 

The drying vessel was detachable so that material could be removed 

in the dry box. 
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Table 2 

Material Source Purity 

Nl Atomerglc Chemetals Co. 99.99 + 

Mg Orion Chemical Co. 99.9 

Sb (1) Orion Chemical Co. 99.9999 
Sb (2) Comlnco American High purity 
In (1) Orion Chmical Co. 99.999 

In (2) Cominco American High purity 

Ga Comlnco American Semiconductor Grade 

Al Orion Chemical Co. 99.999 

GaF3 Alpha Products 99.999 
InF3 (1) I.C.N. 99.5 

InFj (2) ROC/RIC 99.99 

C F 2 (1) Alpha Products 99.99 
A1F3 Orion Chemical Co. 98.5 

H1F2 (1) Appache Chemicals 99.5 

MgF2 Orion Chemical Co. 99.999 

N1F2 (2) Apache Chemicals from 99.999 Ni 
CaF2 (2) Barshaw Chen. Corp. Single Crystal 

GaSb (1) Alfa Products 99.99 
GaSb (2) Orion Chemical Co. 99.999 
GaSb (3) ROC/RIC 99.999 + 

InSb Orion Chemical Co. 99.999 

00-C02-Ar Matheson Gas Products Primary Standard 

ln 20 3 Alfa Products Ultrapure 

Ga 20 3 Alfa Products 99.99 
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LIST OF FICURKS 

Fig. 1. Schematic of apparatus for drying metal fluorides with hoc SF 
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APPEHDIX III. An Argcn Purifier and Its Characterization 

A. Introduction 

Many research applications require an Inert gas blanket or gas 

carrier of extremely high purity, particularly with respect to 

oxygen content. Specifically, In applications with solid oxide 

electrolytes an inert gas blanket having an oxygen partial pressure 
-40 as small as 10 atra Is required. The purifying device consisted 

of a two stage process, using a molecular sieve as an initial bulk 

getter and then hot Ti sponge to obtain the final purity. This design is 

similar to the purifier discussed by Kllnedinst. The results of 

Kllnedlnst exhibit a much higher oxygen content than would be 

expected from equilibrium considerations, which is thought to be a 

result of the use of the steel housing for the Ti sponge. Steel 

has a higher equilibrium oxygen partial pressure with respect to 

its oxide, and any oxide present on the steel can decompose and thus 

contaminate the gas exiting from the purifier. Results are presented 

for an Inproved design of a purifier where alumina, A1.0., is used as the 

container material and also as the exhaust liner. The characterization 

was performed with a solid state galvanic cell, using calcia 

stabilized zirconla as a solid oxide electrolyte and a (XL-CO mixture 

as a reference electrode while purified argon was the electrode 

of Interest. Both the effects of flow rate and of the Tl sponge 

temperature were Investigated. 
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B. Experimental 

The purifying apparatus Is depicted In Fig. 1. Tank argon was 

first passed through a molecular seive (Linde 4a) which was housed in a 

stainless steel cylinder (2.5 in. diam. x 12 in. height) and kept 

at ~78.5°C with a dry ice-acetone bath. The main advantage of this 

initial adsorber (mainly for water vapor) was that it served as a bulk 

remover which is very easily regenerated by evaculation at 300°C 

for three hours* thus increasing the ease of operation and enhancing 

its lifetime. The argon was further purified by flowing it over 

Tl metal sponge heated to 850°C as a peak temperature. The argon 

gas line was constructed of 1/4 inch stainless steel tubing with 

stainless steel Swagelock fittings throughout. The tubing inside 

the Ti chip furnace was 1/4 inch alumina tubing. This design 

eliminated the partial pressure of oxygen over steel at this 

elevated temperature. The purified argon vas passed into the oxygen 

monitoring device. 

The oxygen monitoring instrument consisted of an electrochemical 

oxygen concentration cell utilizing a slip cast high purity calcia 

stabilized zlrconla, Zr- oeCa. -.0. „., (CSZ) tube (Zircoa Corporation)-

A general schematic of the cell is shown in Apprendix 1. The CSZ 

was In the form of the 1/6 inch O.D., closed end tube that passed 

through the center bore of the cell head. The electrical contacts 

consisted of a layer of porous platinum. These layers were 

prepared by the application of platinum paste (Englehard Industries) 

to the electrolyte surface, followed by firing of the electrolyte 
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to between 800 and 1000 C. Lead wires, also of platinum, were 

imbedded in the platinum paste before firing. Tlte reference 

electrode was a gas mixture of CC>2 (25.29* ± .027,), CO (2.45% ± 0.22) 

and the balance Ar. This prinary standard gas mixture flowed into 

the cell through a T-joint located above the cell head and exiled 

via a 1/8 inch 0.1). alumina tube that extended nearly to the 

electrode surface, thus requiring the reference r,as to flow over the 

porous platinum. The purified Ar entered the monitor system through 

a side bore on the cell head. The remaining experimental apparatus 

and procedures were as discussed in Appendix I. 

C. Calculations 

The monitoring galvanic cell can be represented schematically as 

Pt|P(0 ,Ar blanket)!CSZlP(02, CO-CO,) |Pt (1) 

where P(0_,CO-CO,) and P(0.,Ar blanket) arc the oxygen partial 

pressures in equilibrium with the reference gas mixture and tlie purif U-d 

argon gas blanket, respectively. The equilibrium cell emf is 

related to the difference in oxygen pressure at two electrodes by 

the expression 

„... P(0,.C0+C0_) 
K-Jpta l 2- (2) 

P(0. Ar blanket) 

For temperatures in the range of 600 to 1000'C, the oxygen partial 
—3 

pressure must be lower than 10 atm. In order to remain in the ionic 

conduction domain Cor CSV,, the reference oxygen pressure is calculated 
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from the equilibrium constant for the reaction 

CO(v) + i O j ( v ) * C0 2(v) 

at the operating temperature. The equilibrium constants were 

obtained from the Glbbs free energy of formation of CO and CO data 
2 given by Hicks and Block as listed in Table 1. A linear 

least squares fit of the above data produced the following equation. 

AG°U)-(-67.43±0.12)+(O.C208±0.00012)T kcal ,mol - 1 (3) 
tn 

This results in the partial pressure of oxygen in the reference 

gas is given by 

fei 2 
P(O 2,C0-CO 2) - |-f-^| exp[2AG°(I)/RT] (4) 

The CO- to CO partial pressure ratio was determined by Matheson Gas 

Products to be 10.322 (±.092). Combining Eqs'. (1) and (3) one obtains 

the following expression for the partial pressure of oxygen in the 

purified Ar stream 

2AG°(1) - 92.24 E 
P(0 2, Ar blanket) • (106.54±1.90)exp[ — ].(5) 

In order to prevent carbon from being deposited on the platinum 
3.4 electrodes as a result of the Boudouard equilibrium, 
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TABLE 1 

kcal mol' 

800 43.70 94.50 50.8 

900 45.85 94.55 48.70 

1000 47.95 94.60 46.65 

1100 50.10 94.60 44.50 

1200 52.15 94.65 42.50 

-AG°f,CO 

kcal . mol tn 

-AG"f,C02 
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Experimental Results for Tl furnace at 860 C. 

Flow Rate: 60 cc/mln. 
p 

E T (0 2 > Ar blanket 
mV K acin 

176.0 668.6 5.4 x i o " 

180.0 740.8 2.7 x 10" 

185.9 813.1 1.8 x io"-

190.4 872.0 8 .3 x io~' 

194.5 912.0 3.2 x io"' 

180.0 737.8 1.8 x l o" : 

185.9 816.6 2.7 x 10~-

199.0 970.5 4.1 x 10* 1 

150.1 

155.9 

159.4 

162.1 

166.5 

172.2 

178.9 

Flow Rate: 12 

733.2 

826.0 

852.5 

897.7 

953.4 

971.5 

1020.2 

cc/nin. 

6.2 x io" 3 4 

-29 
4.3 x 10 

6.0 x 10" 2 8 

4.4 x io" 2 6 

4.8 x 1 0 - 2 4 

1.6 x I O " 2 3 

-22 5.0 x 10 " 
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2C0(v) - C(c) + C0 2<v) II 

the gas flow was not Initiated until the cell temperature reached 

600 C. 

D. Results 

Characterization of the purifier's perfornance was carried out 

at two different operating teaperatures of the Tl chip furnace, 860 

and 290 C. At the higher temperature two different argon flow rates 

were examined as a function of the operating temperature of the 

monitoring device. Table 2 gives the observed emf's and calculated 

partial pressures as a function of temperature for the two flow rates. 

Figures 2 and 3 show how the Hn(pressure 0.) varies with reciprlcal 

temperature for the flow rates of 12 and 60 cc/min., respectively. 

At the lower flow rai%, 12 cc/mln. P(0 2 > Ar blanket) In atm was 

found to be 

Jn(P(02, Ar blanket)) . (21.2*40.42) -t 7 1' 5 5** 3 7 2 ) (5) 

A linear laaat squares fit for the higher flow rate, 60 cc/mln., 

produced the following equation 

«n(P(02, Ar blanket* - (22.03±.13)-( 7 3» 5 9* ± 1 0 2) (6) 

Vhen the Tl chip furnace was sat a 390*C a cell emf of +2.4 mV was 

observed with the monitor operating at 716.4*C. This is equivalent 
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—19 to a calculated oxygen partial pressure of 1.94x10 atn. Tank 

argon was also passed Into the monitoring system to determine 

the oxygen content of the source. At an operating temperature of 

704 C a cell emf of -712.8 mV was recorded, corresponding to an 

equivalent oxygen content of 4.61xl0~ ata. 

E. Discussion 

The oxidation of titaniur has been extensively investigated. 

The oxidation usually Involves simultaneous dissolution of oxygen 

in the metal and oxide scale formation. Generally the oxide found 

consisted of only rutlle (TIO,). The actual oxidation mechanism was 

complicated but approximate rate laws which have been experimentally 

determined. Up to a temperature of 300*C a logarithmic rate law 

la observed while a cubic rate law is obeyed in the temperature 

region 3O0-60O"C. From 600*C to about 8S0*C a parabolic law has 

been found experimentally. Around 850*C a gradual shift in the 

rata occurs from the parabolic to a near linear one. This is 

probably due to the transformation of titanium from an a to B 

modification occurring at 882 C and thus changing the oxygen 

solubility. The effect of oxygen partial pressure on the oxidation 

rate has not received much attention. In particular no studies have 

been performed at less then P. - 10" atm (our inlet condition) °2 
with most studies being investigated In air. Because of this a 

theoretical analysis of the optimal Tl chip furnace temperature is 

not possible. 

Operation of the Tl chip furnace at a much higher temperature 

obviously enhances the oxygen removal rat? and the equilibrium P. . 
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If equilibrium conditions are assumed to prevail between Ti and its 

most stable oxide (TiO_) the oxygen partial pressures calculated 
—32 —60 

for the two furnace settings are 8.3x10 atm and 2.6*10 atm 
at 860 and 390*C, respectively. Thus at the lower furnace temperature 
the kinetics of titanium oxidation are obviously rate controlling. 

At the higher setting the observed partial pressure is in fair 

agreement with the equilibrium value though somewhat low. This 

could be explained by a temperature near the exist bein^ somewhat 

lower than the main body of the purifier—a temperature of about 

780*K would be required to match the partial pressures The fact 

that the oxygen partial pressure was nearly equivalent for the 

two flow rates (mean residence times of 1.3 and 6.7 min. at 12 and 

60 cc/min, respectively) at *he higher temperature indie; tes the oxidation 

kinetics are no longer controlling. The experimental results show 

that the partial pressure waa somewhat higher at the larger flow 

rate. This might be explained by the fact that the higher flow 

rate flushed the monitoring device more rapidly than at the 

lower flow rate and thus any foreign oxygen generation either in 

the purifier or monitor (such as small leaks, side reactions, etc.) 

could not accumulate as easily. 

The monitor temperature was also varied in order to discern 

the controlling mechanism of oxygen generation. Since a 

temperature dependence vaa found, the oxygen content is controlled by 

some reaction. Equation (5) and (6) Indicate that this reaction is 

probably the same reaction as at the reference electrode—the C0.-C0-O, 
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equlllbriun. A possible of source of the carbon oxides is the platinum 

paste applied to the outside of CSZ tube since organic snwent were 

used. A gas sample vas analysed in a mass spectrometer but the resulcr 

indicated only Ar. 

F. Conclusion 

Operation of the Ti chip furnace near 850°C is sufficient for oxidation 

kinetic limitations to be overcome. The oxygen partial pressures achieved 

are nore than adequate for successful operation of solid 

electrolyte galvanic cells. The use of an alumina housing produced 

a pareic.1 pressure jf oxygen of nearly ten orders of magnitude 

l0"'er than that obtainable with a stainless steel enclosure. 
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